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Abstract
Rising climate change concerns in recent years have instigated the emergence of sustain-
able sources to reduce dependence on high-emission, isolated bulk generation systems. The
microgrid framework relies on integrating these distributed energy resources (DERs) to achieve
regional energy independence that leads to a reliable and environment-friendly power grid. In
this work, highly granular and decentralized coordination schemes are proposed that will en-
able fast computation of source dispatch set-points, thereby appropriately accounting for fre-
quent changes in regional load-supply configuration of a microgrid. The mathematical models
utilized in the study sufficiently represent the steady-state electrical interdependencies and fea-
sibility limits in islanded or grid-connected operation modes. Applying alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm, the coordination process is transformed into a de-
centralized multi-agent problem involving minimal information exchange between subsystems.
To overcome non-convexities typically present in optimization problem of microgrids, the two
distinct convex relaxation techniques utilized are: 1) Linearization and 2) S-procedure. In
separate coordination schemes, the former lends the advantage of extremely fast computation
speed, while the latter exploits the hidden convexity in the decomposed coordination problem
to deliver solutions with superior feasibility guarantee. Finally, the convergence, feasibility
and scalability of the proposed coordination techniques are assessed with simulation studies
performed on realistic microgrid parameters and several IEEE test systems.
Keywords: Microgrids, Computational Modelling, Steady-state, Decentralized Optimiza-
tion, Convexity
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Summary for Lay Audience
Rising climate change concerns in recent years have instigated the emergence of sustainable
energy sources to reduce dependence on high-emission, isolated bulk generation systems. The
grid is being segmented into small regional blocks named microgrids that are ideally self-
sufficient due to the incorporation of distributed generation systems known as DERs. The
combination of these independent blocks is redefining the structure of the modern electrical
grid, which is aptly named as smart grid. The much required paradigm shift from conventional
unidirectional structure to a dynamic and autonomous grid has improved the reliability and
resiliency of energy delivery manifold. As the technology allows for a widespread energy
penetration from potentially every single household, challenges arise as to making the process
of energy sharing economical, whilst sustaining the technical integrity of the grid. To this
end, this work contributes a decentralized scheme for optimizing power-sharing among the
participating energy supply systems (DERs) in the microgrids, so as to ultimately minimize
the cost of energy consumption for the energy consumers. The applicability of an individual
scheme from the offered variety in this work would depend on the characteristics of the system
loads and logistic limitations. The coordination scheme is foreseen to work in tandem with
transient control mechanisms that deals with initial oscillations and abrupt changes in system
model between two instances of coordination shot. Therefore, the combined source control
system will be robust and economically-efficient in facilitating the seamless operation of a
microgrid and as a whole, the smart grid system.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The evolution of microgrid technology is enabling increased penetration of sustainable and
distributed energy resources to reduce mankind’s carbon footprint. Microgrids offer regional
energy independence that can prevent perpetuation of outages and mitigate economic losses
incurred due to grid interruptions [1]. Furthermore, the close proximity of sources to consumer
loads can substantially decrease transmission and distribution losses [2]. Despite the rising
prospects, a sustainable and economically-efficient operational framework for microgrids that
can appropriately incentivize source deployment at consumer level remains an open research
challenge.
The operational state of a microgrid can be classified into stand-alone and grid-connected
mode. Several stand-alone microgrids with battery energy storage (BES) based source dispatch
have been implemented to harness energy for remote localities, as a cost-effective alternative to
establishing a grid-connection infrastructure [3]. However due to absence of grid inertia, such
independent microgrids are susceptible to instabilities and inefficiencies caused by changes
in load-supply characteristics in the network. This requires development of source dispatch
techniques with short coordination time horizon, so that frequent source adjustments can be
made to sustain efficient operation.
In grid-connected mode, the power demand in the microgrid is met partly by grid injection,
while the rest of it is supplied by distributed energy resources (DERs). It is essentially an
1
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active distribution network (DN) but with adequate distributed generation capacity to support
loads for a certain or indefinite period of operation. Technological innovation and government
subsidies have led to a remarkable drop in installation, maintenance and operational costs of
distributed generation (DG) systems in the past decade. This combined with optimal power
sharing schemes for on-site generations will facilitate peer-to-peer energy trading in DNs using
technologies such as blockchain [4].
1.1 Literature Review
Due to climate change concerns and long-run economic benefits, microgrids have been the
subject of much interest to power engineers. Several steady-state and transient control strate-
gies have emerged over the years in order to streamline the microgrid technology [5]-[7] . As
relevant to the thesis topic, the focus of this section is reviewing existing research on coordina-
tion techniques of distributed sources that ensues optimal steady-state operation of microgrids
in islanded or grid-connected modes. Optimal power flow (OPF) problems for microgrids
generally contain non-convexities that inhibit exact optimization. These need to be overcome
through relaxations or mathematical manipulations to enable tractable analysis [8].
Existing source coordination techniques to optimize real power sharing in microgrids can
be broadly classified into: centralized and decentralized schemes. In centralized coordina-
tion schemes, the computational burden of determining optimal set-points for the distributed
sources fall on a central entity, which often rely on extensive communication with the subsys-
tems (i.e. local buses). Sheer scale of information exchange and computational complexity
of solving non-convex problems makes it impractical for centralized schemes to carry out
online calculations with frequent system updates. Non-convexities in the OPF problems are
mostly tackled using heuristic techniques or convex relaxations [9]-[12]. However, heuristic
techniques do not guarantee optimality and relaxations might result in infeasible solutions.
For example, reference [10] applies a second-order cone relaxation to a non-convex quadratic
equality and mathematically proves that it yields feasible and optimal solution under limited
bidirectional power flow in the distribution lines. This condition proves to be prohibitive for
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active DNs with high injection from distributed sources and more so for islanded microgrids
[11]. In reference [12], a traditional master-slave coordination approach is implemented where
a dominant distributed generator (DG) acts like a slack bus to regulate the voltage whilst the
other DGs participate in capacity based power sharing. The performance of this method being
contingent on available capacity of the dominant DG does not fully utilize the potential benefits
of the other DGs and causes reliability concerns, as the system will collapse if the dominant
DG goes offline. Many centralized coordination schemes also relent to using forecast mod-
els of renewable generation and system loads for performing offline steady-state optimization
over long time horizons[13, 14]. Such forecast models are associated with prediction errors
[15]. Therefore, deviations in real-time operation from these forecasted values may lead to
suboptimal operation .
In decentralized methods, dispatch set-point of a distributed source is determined by a local
intelligent device, which may engage in communication with its decentralized counterparts in
the network. Droop-based power sharing methods are very fast (timescale of milliseconds) in
adjusting real-reactive power supply to offset power imbalance, as decisions are solely based
on local measurements [16]. Without allowing for a certain amount of communication, the lo-
cal dispatch decisions may not render efficient and feasible operation for the entire microgrid.
Strategies that employ communication prior to a steady-state coordination event utilizes vari-
ous relaxations depending on underlying system model to obtain optimal results [17]-[21]. For
instance, the complex phasor based formulation of OPF problem in [21] applies a semi-definite
relaxation by eliminating the rank-one constraint. If then the resulting solution does not natu-
rally satisfy the rank-one constraint, it proves to be infeasible. The communication signals are
designed in such coordination schemes based on established decentralization algorithms such
as consensus or ADMM. Some coordination strategies also involve multiple hierarchies oper-
ating in different time-scales. In references [22, 23], steady-state optimization is performed at
secondary level to deliver optimal source set-points over long time intervals and droop based
techniques operate at the primary level to maintain system limits such as frequency, voltages,
etc in short term. For the rapidly changing load dynamics of a microgrid, significant time in-
terval between optimal source coordination events will hinder economic operation.
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For islanded systems the effect of load changes can be significant, hence fast source adjust-
ment techniques are required to neutralize perturbations. The source coordination technique in
[24] achieves this in a decentralized manner utilizing a state-space model of the microgrid sys-
tem. However the power sharing scheme of the aforementioned method is not guaranteed to be
optimal, as non-convexities arising from nonlinear terms (e.g. sine, cosine) of state variables
are not dealt with. For radial DNs, a decentralized problem formulation with transformed pha-
sors that overcomes all but one non-convex constraint is relaxed and solved as a second-order
cone program (SOCP) in [26]. However, the feasibility of the solution with respect to actual
constraints is not guaranteed in this method.
1.2 Problem Statement and Thesis Objectives
The seamless operation of a microgrid requires appropriate coordination of sources during both
transient and steady-state operation to maintain the power balance and system limits. Over the
years, there has also been a remarkable increase in number and variety of distributed sources
such as photo-voltaic devices, micro-turbines and electric vehicles capable of injecting surplus
power into the DN to participate in energy trade [27]. This poses a challenge in dispatching
sources with centralized commands, as this technique prove not to be scalable due to heavy
computational burden and communication overheads. Centralized coordination of sources is
expected to be slow and occurring over long time horizons, much like the conventional eco-
nomic dispatch of large machines. On the contrary, the load-supply dynamics in a microgrid
dictates that coordination of sources be performed at a much smaller time-scale to sustain fea-
sible and efficient steady-state operation. There are also non-convexities associated with OPF
formulations in microgrids that need to be effectively overcome. In light of these fundamental
challenges, the objectives of the thesis are outlined as follows:
• Decomposing the microgrid OPF problem into distinct subproblems that can be solved
by intelligent bus devices in a decentralized manner for local sources with minimal peer-
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to-peer communication, thereby enhancing reliability and allowing expansion with seam-
less plug-n-play.
• Introducing a near real-time and highly granular coordination scheme for a stand-alone
microgrid that directly delivers input voltage set-points in DQ frame for inverter based
sources. It can be used in tandem with prevalent DQ parameter based transient control
strategies to ensure sustained, stable and cost-effective operation in a microgrid with
frequently varying demand-supply characteristics.
• Proposing an algorithm for feasible minimal cost power allocation of DGs in active dis-
tribution networks which is instrumental in facilitating peer-to-peer energy trading and
employing low emission sources.
• Using a clear mathematical approach to leverage hidden convexities of OPF problems in
different operational models of the microgrid using established theories
• Demonstrating superior feasibility and convergence of decentralized optimization algo-
rithms with simulation based studies on practical microgrid parameters.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of the chapters in this thesis discusses the detailed methodology of accomplishing the
aforementioned thesis objectives and addressing the challenges present in the existing literature
on source dispatch in microgrids. The sequence of the chapters and a brief description of their
content are given below:
• Chapter 2 contains the mathematical approach to obtain two separate algorithms for fea-
sible steady-state operation of an islanded microgrid which are related by the underlying
state space model in DQ frame of reference used to simulate the microgrid system. The
power injection from a source is defined in terms of its voltage and current injection in
this model. The distinct benefits of each algorithm are discussed and comparison with
recent works in the relevant literature are presented.
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• Chapter 3 presents a similar mathematical approach for decentralization and convexifica-
tion of a separate OPF problem where line power flow and source power injection are di-
rectly incorporated as optimization variables. This model is suitable and well-established
in existing literature to simulate the operational characteristics of grid-connected micro-
grid systems (or active DNs).
• Chapter 4 discusses the contributions of this thesis to existing literature and future av-
enues of research evolving from this work.
Chapter 2
Decentralized Coordination of VSCs in
Islanded Microgrid
In the broader vision of self-healing smart grids, the modular energy-independent networks
with DERs in close geographical proximity to the electrical loads are called microgrids [1].
In theory, microgrids can transition between grid-connected and islanded mode, to isolate the
system from upstream faults and reduce outages by meeting loads with local generation. In
islanded mode, stable and efficient operation of the microgrid is vulnerable to relatively smaller
changes in load or injection capabilities, which necessitates frequent reconfiguration of sources
to maintain system limits and efficient power sharing [5].
This chapter covers microgrid modelling techniques and novel coordination algorithms that
enable decoupling of the OPF problem. Also, results of simulation studies carried out on
realistic microgrid parameters are presented to highlight performance aspects of the proposed
decentralized coordination techniques.
2.1 Physical Elements and Mathematical Model
The microgrid model utilized to formulate the OPF problem and performing subsequent simu-
lations was adopted from reference [24]. As such, the microgrid is fragmented into subsystems
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with local loads and injection capabilities, connected to neighbouring buses in a serial network
graph of n such subsystems.
Figure 2.1: Single-line diagram of sub-system i.
Each subsystem in our microgrid model comprises of a lumped load, tie lines to neighbour-
ing buses and a DER, represented as a controllable AC voltage source [24]. These elements are
shown in Fig. 2.1. The DER in the microgrid is a combination of an energy source buffered by
storage system and a voltage source converter (VSC) that lends controllability to the AC side
voltage. When a sizable energy storage system (ESS) is used, DERs that inject power into the
microgrid can be considered dispatchable [28]. Each DER has a voltage rating of 0.6 KV and a
power rating between 1.2 to 2.5 MVA. The DER is then connected to the local bus via a series
RL filter and a 0.6/13.8 kV wye-delta transformer [24]. As we use a per-unit measurement sys-
tem for our study, the RL filter parameters and the transformer impedance are lumped together
as resistance, R f i and inductance, L f i.
The constant-impedance load model is composed of three parallel branches of lumped re-
sistances, inductance and capacitance [24, 29] . Resistive loads such as heaters, filament lamps,
etc. are accounted for by the resistive component, Ri. The RL branch consisting of resistance,
Rli and inductance, Li represents the predominantly inductive motor loads which constitute a
major share of the domestic and industrial loads [30]. Loads with rapid dynamic variation of
inductance are not accounted for in this model. Lastly, the capacitance Ci is the combination
of stray capacitances of lines, capacitive loads such as electrostatic precipitators and shunt ca-
pacitances for power factor correction. The tie lines connecting the subsystem to neighbouring
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subsystem are modelled as a resistance, Rti and an inductance, Lti in series [31]. The quanti-
ties of these parameters are characteristic of the reactance-to-resistance ( XR ) ratio in distribution
lines with active injection [32]. A hardware-in-the-loop implementation of a microgrid of sim-
ilar parameters has been presented in [25].
The state of a subsystem, i for all i ∈ n in the microgrid at a given time is defined by the
variables: {Vi(t), Ii(t), Ili(t), Iti(t)}. Here, Vi(t) is the voltage at the bus that is seen by the loads.
Ii(t) is the current injected into the microgrid by the DER. Ili(t) is the current in the RL branch
of the load and Iti(t) is the line current flowing out of the bus into subsequent subsystem, i + 1.
The controllable input voltage of the DER is denoted by Vti(t). Applying Kirchoff’s current and
voltage laws on the microgrid model circuit in Fig. 2.1, the time domain state-space equations
for the operation of the microgrid are obtained as shown below [24]:
dVi,abc
dt
= −
Vi,abc
RiCi
+
Ii,abc
Ci
−
ILi,abc
Ci
−
Iti,abc
Ci
+
Iti−1,abc
Ci
dIi,abc
dt
= −
Vi,abc
L f ,i
−
R f ,i
L f ,i
Ii,abc +
Vti,abc
Lti
dILi,abc
dt
=
Vi,abc
Li
−
Rli
Li
ILi,abc
dIti,abc
dt
=
Vi,abc
Lti
−
Vi+1,abc
Lti
−
Rti
Lti
Iti,abc (2.1)
where subscript abc appended to the variables denotes the three phase components of the
state vectors. In addition, the variables containing the subscript i − 1 and i + 1 belong to the
preceding and succeeding subsystems respectively in a serial configuration. These first order
differential equations dictates the physical operational conditions of the microgrid. However,
non-linearities associated with the sinusoidal state variables hinders tractable analysis of the
DER set-points, Vti for all i ∈ n. In order to avoid the computational burden of solving the
optimization problem in its current state, we apply the following Park’s transformation matrix
on the state-space equations to project the state variables, Kabc to a synchronously rotating
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direct-quadrature (DQ) frame of reference as follows [33]:
Kdq =
2
3

cosθ cos
(
θ − 23π
)
cos
(
θ + 23π
)
−sinθ −sin
(
θ − 23π
)
−sin
(
θ + 23π
)
1
√
2
1
√
2
1
√
2
 Kabc
The rotational position, θ of the rotating frame of reference must be consistent among the
local agents solving the microgrid OPF problem for exact representation of the state variables
in DQ frame. To this end, each agent is assumed to be equipped with an internal oscillator
to generate a reference angle for the transformation matrix which can then be synchronized
among all the agents in the microgrid to prevent drips over extended periods [34, 35]. For a
microgrid of significant geographical span, this can be accomplished by exploiting a globally
broadcasted signal such as GPS. Applying the aforementioned transformation, the equations
characterizing the underlying voltage-current balance of the microgrid network in DQ frame
of reference can be written as:
dVi,dq
dt
= −
Vi,dq
RiCi
+
 0 w−w 0
 Vi,dq + Ii,dqCi − ILi,dqCi − Iti,dqCi + Iti−1,dqCi
dIi,dq
dt
= −
Vi,dq
L f i
−
R f i
L f i
Ii,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 Ii,dq + Vti,dqL f i
dILi,dq
dt
=
Vi,dq
Li
−
Rli
Li
ILi,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 ILi,dq
dIti,dq
dt
=
Vi,dq
Lti
−
Vi+1,dq
Lti
−
Rti
Lti
Iti,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 Iti,dq (2.2)
In Eq. 2.2, the state variables have subscripts dq to denote the two orthogonal components
in direct and quadrature axis that results from the Park’s transformation. Combining the equa-
tions above for each subsystem, we attain the state-space representation of the entire microgrid
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which can be briefly expressed as:
ż = Az + Bu (2.3)
where z = [z1 . . . zi . . . zn]T is composed of state variables zi = [Vi, Ii, ILi, Iti] and u =
[Vt1 . . .Vti . . .Vti]. The state matrix, A and the input matrix, B depends on the microgrid model
parameters (e.g. Ri, Li, R f i, L f i, etc.). Analysis of the state matrix A reveals that the poles
of the system lie in the negative half of the complex plane for the circuit parameters adopted
from reference [24] which are listed for convenience in the Appendix B. This implies that the
system is asymptotically stable and the state variables z settle to constant values over time [36].
This is the steady-state of the system in which ż = 0 and hence, the microgrid physical con-
straint equations in (2.2) reduce to linear convex equations that allow for tractable steady-state
analysis.
2.2 Cyber-Physical Interactions
In today’s era of Internet-of-Things (IoT), power entities are typically equipped with intelligent
devices [37]. Our coordination scheme leverages computation and communication capabilities
of these localized cyber entities that we will refer to as bus agents henceforth. Decentralization
of the process relies on local bus agents engaging in minimal peer-to-peer communication. A
simplified pictorial representation of the cyber agents and their communication scope is shown
in Fig. 2.2.
During the coordination process, each bus agent acquires local parameters from the DER
and loads, and exchanges few critical variables with the neighbouring agents. Typical com-
munication delays in IEEE standardized wireless networks (e.g. ZigBee protocol) are between
8ms to 30ms for a single hop data exchange [38, 39]. However, in our model bus agents
will conform to a conservative communication time interval of 100ms to exchange necessary
information with neighbouring buses. State variables communicated between peers will be dis-
cussed elaborately in chapter 2.3.2. Local solutions computed are iteratively updated based on
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Figure 2.2: A cyber-physical microgrid.
information from peers so as to heed the operational state of the entire microgrid. Eventually
the solutions converge and the agent attains the final actuation set-point for the DER voltage,
Vti for all i ∈ n. This coordination process is done recurrently to maintain efficient and feasible
steady-state operation under impending load changes or variation in generation capabilities.
Furthermore, the decentralized coordination process leveraging low latency communication
schemes allows for seamless plug-and-play of modules, hence permitting unproblematic ex-
pansion of the microgrid.
2.3 Problem Formulation and Decoupling
This section first covers the general formulation of the microgrid steady-state optimization
problem incorporating the voltage-current balance equations discussed in previous section and
other functional constraints accounting for bus voltage regulations and DER availability. Fol-
lowing that, we propose a strategy to decentralize the source coordination problem for the bus
agent in each subsystem. This requires iterative minimization and information exchanges with
neighbours to eventually converge to a minimal cost, feasible solution for the entire microgrid.
2.3.1 Problem Formulation
The general purpose of any arbitrary optimization problem is to minimize a specific objective
cost whilst ensuring the solution to the problem belongs to a feasible set defined by the con-
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straints of the problem. For microgrids, the objective of the problem can have numerous forms
including minimizing line losses, minimizing unit power cost, minimizing carbon emission
from sources, etc. The problem could also have one or more of these as optimization objec-
tive [40]. In our formulation of the microgrid optimal power flow problem, the objective is a
function of the local states for each subsystem, i. Hence, the overall microgrid optimization
problem for this study is formulated as such :
POC : minimize
V,I,IL,It ,Vt
∑
i∈n
fi(Vi , Ii , ILi , Iti , Vti)
subject to: ∀ i ∈ n
−Vi,dq
RiCi
+
 0 w−w 0
 Vi,dq + Ii,dq − ILi,dq − Iti,dq + Iti−1,dqCi = 0 (C1)
(1 − Iempty(i))
 − Vi,dqL f ,i − R f ,iL f ,i Ii,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 Ii,dq + Vti,dqL f i
 = 0 (C2)
Vi,dq
Li
−
Rli
Li
ILi,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 ILi,dq = 0 (C3)
Vi,dq
Lti
−
Vi+1,dq
Lti
−
Rti
Lti
Iti,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 Iti,dq = 0 (C4)
Ii,dqIempty(i) = 0 (C5)
0.952 ≤ V ′i,dqVi,dq ≤ 1.05
2 (C6)
In the above formulation, the constraints (C1) - (C4) are directly substituted from Eq. 2.2.
These constraints represent the physical interdependencies of the microgrid components during
steady-state operation. It can be easily observed that the given equations are not separable for
a subsystem due to the dependence on neighbouring state variables, Iti−1 and Vi+1. This is the
challenge presented to the decentralization of the optimization problem. Next, constraint (C5)
becomes active whenever the binary indicator variable, Iempty(i) takes a value of 1 indicating
insufficient state-of-charge (SoC) of the associated DER battery storage. This will cause loss
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of controllability of the AC side voltage of the DER. In such situations, the constraint (C5)
forces the current injection, Ii from the respective DER to 0 and renders it unavailable for
coordination. The indicator variable, Iempty(i) also takes constraint (C2) out of consideration
when Vti need not be computed, as there is no local DER. The final vital constraint of the steady-
state optimization problem is for regulation of bus voltage within standard quality bounds for
distribution systems, which is expressed as constraint (C6) [41]. The magnitude of the bus
voltage phasor in abc frame is equal to the Euclidean norm of vector, ||Vdq|| in DQ frame. In
order to remove the associated square root from constraint (C6), the bounds are squared in
value. For quadratically bounded regions, the basic condition for convexity of closed sets is
not met. The definition of convex sets, C states that a line connecting any two points within the
set must lie in the set or formally {∀p1, p2 ∈ C, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1⇒ λp1 + (1− λ)p2 ∈ C} [42]. The set
defined by quadratic bounds such as of (C6) is shown in Fig. 2.3 and can be clearly seen to be
defying the definition of convex sets.
Figure 2.3: Pictorial Representation of non-convexity in (C6)
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2.3.2 Decoupling of the Optimization Problem
The general optimization problem of a microgrid can be solved by a central entity in given
form, POC using heuristic techniques or applying convex relaxations on the non-convex con-
straint (C5). However, such centralized coordination methods require communication of all
essential states of the microgrid to the central agent prior to each coordination event. This may
require establishing communication framework over a large area, incurring significant infor-
mation exchange and computational overheads for the central agent. Thus, the problem may
be rendered intractable for a fairly large microgrid. In contrast, the decentralized technique we
propose can solve the optimization problem with minimal exchange of information between
neighbouring nodes and splits the computational burden among participating all agents. Due
to this, it is possible to solve POC frequently (i.e. timescale of seconds) to reconfigure sources
depending on ongoing system changes and utilizing short span communication.
In order to formulate POC as a decentralized problem, we employ the decomposability ex-
tended by the ADMM algorithm. Application of ADMM to decompose optimization problems
has already been shown in works such as [19, 21]. This requires each bus agent i to maintain
two sets of variables called local and perspective variables. In our optimization problem, the
local variables xi are comprised of:
xi = {V xi , I
x
i , I
x
Li, I
x
ti,V
x
ti} (2.4)
where the subscript dq is eliminated from the notation for brevity. This set of variables can
be used to express constraints in POC that are composed of local variables to a subsystem (e.g.
constraints (C5), (C6)). Let the set Xi contain all feasible points defined by one or more of
these local constraints. Then, the local variables xi must belong to the feasible set Xi.
In case of constraints (C1)-(C4) in the optimization problem, they are composed of non-
local states (Iti−1,Vi+1) which prevents the separability of the problem for each individual agent.
To overcome this each bus agent, i maintains another set of variables called perspective vari-
ables:
yi = { V
y
i,i , V
y
i+1,i , I
y
i,i , I
y
Li,i , I
y
ti,i , I
y
ti−1,i , V
y
ti,i} (2.5)
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where the first term of subscript denotes perspective of and the second term of subscript de-
notes perspective from. For example, the variable Vi+1,i is perspective of the bus voltage of bus
i + 1 from the agent at bus i. Through perspective variables, each agent essentially maintains
a copy of its local variables and guesses of neighbouring variables that are required to com-
pletely express the non-separable constraints POC. The perspective variables yi must belong to
a feasible set, Yi defined by one or more of the constraints in problem POC. Feasible set Yi
can incorporate any local constraints (such as (C2), (C3), (C5), (C6)) or non-local constraints
(such as (C1), (C4)), unlike the feasible set Xi which can only be defined by local constraints.
Eventually the value of the perspective variables, y must be equal to their actual local
states, x, and this is achieved by introducing the following consensus constraint to a new all-
encompassing problem formulation [43]:
PS : minimize
xi ∈ Xi , yi ∈ Yi
∑
i ∈ n
fi (xi)
s.t. ∀ i ∈ n
Vyi,i = V
x
i , V
y
i+1,i = V
x
i+1 , I
y
i,i = I
x
i , I
y
Li,i = I
x
Li ,
Iyti,i = I
x
ti , I
y
ti−1,i = I
x
t,i−1 , V
y
ti,i = V
x
ti
The ADMM optimization problem, PS incorporates all microgrid constraints of PC through
feasible sets Xi and Yi within which the local variables, xi and perspective variable, yi must lie
respectively. These variables are then coupled together through the consensus constraints in
PS which will be briefly expressed as Mx=Ny now onwards. To comprehend how this ADMM
formulation allows us decoupling of the problem, we must construct the augmented Lagrangian
function of PS as shown:
LSρ (x, y, ν) =
∑
i∈n
fi(xi) + vT (Mx − Ny) +
ρ
2
‖Mx − Ny‖22
=
∑
i∈n
fi(V xti , V
x
i ) + ν
V
i,i (V
x
i − V
y
i,i) + ν
V
i+1,i (V
x
i+1 − V
y
i+1,i) + ν
I
i,i (I
x
i − I
y
i,i)
(2.6)
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+ νILi,i (I
x
Li − I
y
Li,i) + ν
It
i,i (I
x
ti − I
y
ti,i) + ν
It
i−1,i (I
x
t,i−1 − I
y
ti−1,i) + ν
Vt
i,i (V
x
ti − V
y
ti,i)
+
ρ
2
(V xi − V
y
i,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(V xi+1 − V
y
i+1,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(Ixi − I
y
i,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(IxLi − I
y
Li,i)
2
+
ρ
2
(Ixti − I
y
ti,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(Ixt,i−1 − I
y
ti−1,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(V xti − V
y
ti,i)
2 (2.7)
where ν is the dual variable associated with the consensus constraint and ρ is the penalty
parameter to enforce strict convexity on LSρ (x, y, ν) [43]. ρ is a user defined constant that is
required to be positive for convergence of the problem. Each bus agent will tackle the above
problem by separating it into two subproblems that solves for variables xi and yi successively,
and updates the dual variables, ν based on the difference Mx − Ny in order to reach consensus
(i.e. when the perspective variables have same values as their corresponding local variables).
The steps in the iterative process of solving the ADMM problem, PS are shown below:
xk+1i = argmin
xi∈Xi
LSp(x, y
k, νk) (U1)
yk+1i = argmin
yi∈Yi
LSp(x
k+1, y, νk) (U2)
vk+1i = ν
k
i + ρ(Mx
k+1 − Nyk+1) (U3)
In the above equations, the local variable update, xk+1 is the minimization of the Lagrangian
function to find a solution within feasible set, Xi. Prior to the update only the necessary vari-
ables of k − th iteration needed from neighbouring subsystems, {Iyti,i+1, ν
I
i,i+1,V
y
i,i−1, ν
V
i,i−1} are
communicated to the agent. Similarly for the perspective variable update , yk+1 some variables
in xk+1 of the current iteration, {Ixti−1,V
x
i+1} need to be communicated to the bus agent from
neighbouring subsystems. Both these minimization sub-problems are solved for variables that
are locally maintained at a particular bus agent, hence this is now a completely decentralized
problem. The third step is the update of the dual variable associated with the consensus con-
straint, Mx − Ny.
Repeating this process the bus agents refine their local and perspective variables until the
residual ||Mx−Ny||2 of the consensus constraint fall below a pre-defined threshold value, ε. At
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this point convergence is achieved, which implies that the terms ν(Mx− Ny) and ρ||Mx− Ny||22
tend to 0 causing the Lagrangian objective function LSρ to reduce to the objective in POC. For a
convex problem reformulation of POC (covered in Chapter 2.4 and 2.5), it has been shown that
the ADMM iterations will always converge to a feasible solution for a strictly positive ρ value,
which is a user-defined constant parameter maintained by all bus agents in the microgrid. The
convergence rate has been demonstrated to be linear with respect to number of bus agents, n in
the system (i.e. O(n)) in reference [19] and verified through our simulations. Thus, employing
ADMM decomposition on the optimization problem allows us to compute optimal states, x′i
locally through iterative refinement of the local estimates using communication.
The decentralized problem formulation is designed such that even when a node is lost for
communication in the serial network system due to some failure, the coordination process
can still continue in separate blocks. This implies the subsystem associated with the failed
bus agent will be taken off-duty by breaking its connection to the microgrid at the bus. This
results in two separate, connected blocks which continues the coordination process acting as
independent systems.
2.4 Decentralized Optimization via Strategic Linearization
The process of solving the microgrid steady-state optimization problem is not a straightforward
one, due to non-convexity of problem, POC. In this section, we discuss approximations and
linear relaxations employed to obtain a rapidly converging and convex reformulation of the
problem. Simulation results obtained through application of the decentralized optimization
technique are presented later in the section to assess its key performance features.
2.4.1 Linear Relaxation of Non-Convex Constraints
The convergence of the ADMM problem is contingent on the convexity of the objective func-
tion and constraints of the original optimization problem, POC, because they are subjectively
incorporated in subproblems (U1) and (U2). The power supplied by a DER in the microgrid is
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chosen to be proportional to the square of current injected into the bus. Assuming a linear cost
function for power supplied by the DER, KiPi the objective of the problem is formulated as:
fi ( xi ) = Ki [ I2i,d + I
2
i,q ] (2.8)
In Eq. 2.8, Ii,d and Ii,q are the dq components of the current injected by DER i, and Ki is
the unit cost of the real power supplied by the respective DER. Environmental conditions of
DERs (such as solar irradiance, wind speeds) may affect SoC of the battery and the cost factor,
Ki associated with a DER. It can be easily determined that the hessian matrix of the objective
function, f (Iid, Iiq) is positive-semi definite, which implies that the objective is convex. The ob-
jective function is then incorporated in the minimization subproblem (U1) because it depends
on current injection from source, Ii which is a local variable for subsystem i.
Decomposition of the original microgrid optimization problem using ADMM results in
two subproblems (U1) and (U2) which were introduced in chapter 2.3.2. Microgrids opera-
tional constraints (C1)-(C6) can be disseminated among these subproblems depending on the
necessity of the x or y variables in forming the constraint equations. We design the ADMM
optimization problem, PS such that, the solution xk+1 from the x-minimization step belongs to
the set defined by the bus voltage regulation constraint shown below:
0.952 ≤ V xi,D
2 + V xi,Q
2
≤ 1.052 (2.9)
This constraint does not satisfy the formal definition of convex sets, which has already been
shown in Ch. 2.3.1 . The space between the solid black lines in Fig. 2.3 illustrates the feasible
region of this equation. Hence, we propose a linear relaxation of this constraint utilizing inter-
secting hyperplanes to form a polytope that closely approximates the non-convex set, similar
to reference [44]. We focus our analysis on a single quadrant because the total phase angle
deviation between bus voltages in a typical distribution network is not more than a few de-
grees [45] and the frame of reference of the system can be aligned so that the Vdq points lie in
a single quadrant. The mathematical representation of the affine constraints that replaces the
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non-convex constraint (C6) is shown below:
V xi,d + V
x
i,q ≥ 0.95
V xi,d ≤ f
′ (αk)
(
V xi,q − αk
)
+ f (αk) ∀ k = 1 . . .m (C6′)
where αk = −1.05 + 2.10km+1 and f (αk) =
√
1.052 − αk2. The linear reformulation, (C6′)
approximates the lower bound using a triangular inequality. The second equation in (C6′) rep-
resents an overlapping internal region of concentrated straight lines that are tangential to the
outer boundary of the quadratic constraint. It can be apprehended from the pictorial represen-
tation of (C6) and (C6′) in Fig. 2.4 that, the relaxation of the lower limit of quadratic bound is
not tight due a larger gap between the linear relaxation and the quadratic curve when compared
to the upper limit. This leads to the risk of obtaining solutions that reside outside the original
bounds. To compensate for this, we add a −Vq term to the objective of the subproblem that
drives the bus voltages towards the upper bound in order to avoid infeasible solutions. It has
been illustrated through simulation studies presented in Ch. 2.4.2 that this algorithm is capa-
ble of retrieving solutions within the feasible bus voltage bounds when a fair lagging power
factor is maintained at each bus. This essentially means that shunt capacitances should be in-
troduced locally to somewhat counteract the voltage dipping effect of excessively increasing
inductive loads. All other constraints in POC are incorporated as constraints of y-minimization
Figure 2.4: Linear relaxations for quadratic constraints.
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subproblem defining the feasible set Yi:
−Vyi,dq
RiCi
+
 0 w−w 0
 Vyi,dq + I
y
i,dq − I
y
Li,dq − I
y
ti,dq + I
y
ti−1,dq
Ci
= 0
−Vyi,dq
L f ,i
−
R f i
L f i
Iyi,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 Iyi,dq + V
y
ti,dq
L f i
= 0
Vyi,dq
Li
−
Rli
Li
IyLi,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 IyLi,dq = 0
Vyi,dq
Lti
−
Vyi+1,dq
Lti
−
Rti
Lti
Iyti,dq +
 0 w−w 0
 Iyti,dq = 0
Iyi,dq Iempty(i) = 0
These are equivalent to the constraints (C1)-(C5) in original problem, POC but expressed
in terms of the perspective variables, yi in this case. The constraints (C1)-(C4) account for the
microgrid steady-state operational conditions and the constraint (C5) controls the unavailability
of a DER for coordination.
Given the linear, convex reformulation of the problem POC , the proposed algorithm con-
verges to a final solution satisfying the consensus constraints after I iterations, depending on
the total number of subsystems in microgrid n. Quadratic Program (QP) with linear constraints
can be very efficiently solved and demands significantly lower computational capacity com-
pared to the more general class optimization problems (e.g. SOCP, SDP, etc.). This is the
principal trade-off of employing relaxations that may yield infeasible solutions in some cases.
However, primal feasibility has been observed to hold for practical load compositions rendering
this technique very effective for microgrid coordination.
2.4.2 Results - Coordination Scheme I
In order to determine the performance attributes of the proposed decentralized coordination
strategy, we ran various simulations in MATLAB utilizing microgrid system parameters from
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reference [3]. The studies were conducted on microgrid sizes ranging from 3 to 10 subsystems
to deduce convergence and feasibility aspects of the acquired solution.
Steady-State Characteristics
First we conduct time-domain studies of the model microgrid system in [3] by actuating the
DERs with set-points, Vti for all i ∈ n, obtained from applying the proposed algorithm. The
mathematical model of the system was programmed into an ODE45 solver that yields the
response of state variables with time for a step energization to voltage, Vt. The bus voltage of a
respective subsystem, Vi is measured after the system is actuated with the corresponding DER
input voltage, Vti in the system model, Fig. 2.5 to observe the time-domain response in the
microgrid.
Figure 2.5: System model for result in Fig. 2.6
The bus voltages of the microgrid system shown in Fig. 2.6 (a) are observed to encounter
transient oscillations before settling to constant DQ values in steady state. The constant steady-
state values corresponds to the state variables obtained as solution x′ of the optimization algo-
rithm, which is expected because the mathematical form of the steady-state were incorporated
as constraints in problem PS . To confirm that these values are consistent with their actual si-
nusoidal form in abc phases, we also stimulate a PSCAD model of the microgrid study system
with the corresponding three phase input voltage, Vti,abc. The evolution of the bus voltages in
the abc frame as shown in Fig. 2.6 (b) are of similar time scales to the DQ values and the
magnitude of the sinusoids in steady state is equal to the Euclidean norm of the DQ vector. To
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highlight the exactness of the frame of reference conversion in implementation, we have added
data tips at t = 0.2257s in both graphs of Fig. 2.6 to display the steady-state values within
a coordination horizon. It is clear that the magnitude of the state variable in the dq frame
√
0.70302 + 0.70132 = 0.9929 is very close to the amplitude 0.9938 of the variable in the abc
frame. The differences in the values are insignificant and can be ascribed to rounding errors
or differences in modelling of dynamical systems in the two separate platforms (i.e. MATLAB
and PSCAD).
The substantial overshoot encountered by the system during energization of source from
zero state can cause damage to the components of microgrid. To mitigate this effect, we suggest
ramping up the voltage to Vt over a certain period of time [46]. Modular multi-level converters
with the capability of operating over a wide range of voltages can be used for this purpose
[48]. Simulations performed on the study system reveal that the overshoot of bus voltage is
restrained to less than 5% of nominal value when we steadily ramp up the input voltage over a
period of 1.5 cycle ( where 1 cycle = 1/60 seconds for a 60 Hz system). Any further increase
in the ramping period had insignificant effect in reducing the overshoot. This overshoot trend
has been illustrated in Fig. 2.7
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Figure 2.6: (a) Time domain response in dq frame (b) Time domain response in abc frame
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Figure 2.7: Overshoot during excitation
Convergence Study
Next we observed the effect of the size of the study system on the convergence speed of the
program. Besides the three-bus microgrid system adopted from [3], we apply the decentral-
ized coordination algorithm on a ten-bus microgrid system. The larger system is formed by
arbitrarily replicating the three distinct bus types listed in Appendix A and joining them se-
rially. Although we design and implement the coordination algorithms in this chapter for a
serial network configuration, the technique for convexifying and decentralizing the problem is
extendable to radial systems, which is more common in DNs. Extending the problem formu-
lation for a radial microgrid configuration does not introduce further non-convexities as it only
introduces more linear terms in the convex constraints (C1) − (C4). Both the systems exhibit
similar convergence pattern and attain convergence within 10 and 20 iterations respectively.
This is similar to the theoretical result that convergence rate changes linearly with respect to
the size of the system (i.e. O(n)) for ADMM applied to a convex problem[19]. This superior
convergence speed is crucial in realizing a highly granular coordination scheme for microgrids
with frequently changing load or generation characteristics.
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Figure 2.8: Residual vs Iteration
Feasibility Study
In our last set of simulations with this coordination scheme, we perform feasibility checks on
the obtained solution for a wide range of loads on a microgrid with ten subsystems. Our so-
lution can potentially violate standard voltage bounds mainly due to loose relaxations adopted
in the inner portion of the quadratically bound region, as discussed in chapter 2.4. Inductive
loads are the most influential in depressing the voltage at the bus it is drawing power from.
Hence, we tested the feasibility of the solution obtained for various scenarios of increasing
the inductive loading at a bus by appropriately changing the RL branch parameters of the load
model. The loading was varied between 1.0 p.u. to 2.0 p.u. From observing the maximum and
minimum bus voltages of the proposed solution in Fig. 2.9 (a) , it can be inferred that one or
more bus voltages in the microgrid violates the voltage feasibility bounds for any increase in
inductive loading over 10%.
To overcome this undesirable effect, shunt capacitances were locally added to compensate
for the increased reactive power demand. It is indeed a common practice for industrial con-
sumers with highly inductive loads to provide local compensation to avoid penalties from elec-
trical utilities for poor load power factor at point of coupling (i.e. bus). It was observed from
our simulation studies that adding shunt capacitances in the following ratios: 10% for 20%,
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Figure 2.9: (a) Bus Voltages without capacitive shunt compensation (b) Bus Voltages with
capacitive shunt compensation
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30% for 40%, 50% for 60%, 60% for 80%, 70% for 80% respectively return the computed
optimal solution within feasible bounds, as shown in Fig. 2.9 (b). Shunt capacitance switching
is not an effective solution for motor loads that may require 3-5 times its rated reactive power
during starting. However, in the coordination scheme we propose next, we overcome this by
procuring dynamic reactive power support from smart inverters interfacing DERs. When the
solution obtained from the relaxed convex problem is feasible with respect to the quadratic
voltage constraint, it is also a solution of the original microgrid optimization problem, POC.
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2.5 Decentralized Optimization via S-Procedure
In this section, we set forth an alternate formulation of the ADMM microgrid optimization
problem with a convex relaxation that imposes tight restriction on the feasibility of the solu-
tion. The previous scheme is not reliable for systems which undergoes frequent and significant
variations of inductive loads between coordination intervals. The repeated need for capacitor
switching can be cumbersome and lead to voltage fluctuations. On the contrary, this scheme
harnesses the capability of DER inverters to rapidly adjust the local reactive power support in
a subsystem [47]. The results from employing this algorithm on the same microgrid model
are presented to highlight improvements from the previous method and other comparable tech-
niques in the literature.
2.5.1 Convex Relaxation and Strong Duality
First, we withdraw the approximation in constructing the objective function in the previous
scheme and state the exact expression of power supplied in terms of input voltage, Vti and bus
voltage, Vi. The power supplied by a DER in terms of its voltage and current in a rotating dq
frame is [49]:
Pi =
3
2
V ′ti,dq Ii,dq (2.10)
Then, rearranging the constraint equation (C2) in POC, we can express Ii,dq in terms of the
DER input voltage, Vti,dq and the corresponding bus voltage, Vi,dq:
Ii,dq =
 R f i −wL f iwL f i R f i

−1 [
Vti,dq − Vi,dq
]
(2.11)
Substituting the above expression in the formula for power delivered in Eq. 2.10 and as-
suming a linear cost function Ki Pi, where Ki is the normalized cost factor assigned to DER in
subsystem i [50]. The generation cost function fi(Vi,dq,Vti,dq) for the source in subsystem i can
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be written as:
fi(Vi,dq,Vti,dq) =
3
2 Ki
R2f i + ω
2L2f i
Vi,dqVti,dq

′
Mi
Vi,dqVti,dq
 (2.12)
where Mi =

0 0 −R f i2
ωL f i
2
0 0 −ωL f i2 −
R f i
2
−
R f i
2 −
ωL f i
2 R f i 0
ωL f i
2 −
R f i
2 0 R f i

In a convex problem, the Hessian of the doubly-differential objective function in Eq. 2.10
has to be positive semi-definite (PSD) [51]. The matrix Mi contains the respective DER filter
paramters R f i and L f i. For a typical DER filter quality factor, the Hessian matrix Mi may
have one or more negative eigenvalues. This implies that the Hessian of the objective in the
microgrid cost minimization problem is not generally PSD and hence, non-convex.
Similar to the previous scheme of decomposing and decentralizing the microgrid optimiza-
tion problem by applying ADMM, we separate the objective and constraint of the original prob-
lem among the x-minimization and y-minimization subproblems (U1) and (U2) introduced in
chapter 2.3.2. The constraints of the equation are separated depending on the applicability of
the local or perspective variables maintained in the respective subproblems and to isolate the
non-convex voltage regulation constraint. First, it is important to observe that the quadratic bus
voltage inequality shown in (C6) is only non-convex in the lower bound and not in the upper
bound. This can be proven by first evaluating the Hessian of the inequality function in its stan-
dard form, i.e. fi(x) ≤ 0. The Hessian of the upper bound function V2id + V
2
iq − 1.05
2 <= 0 and
the lower bound function −V2id − V
2
iq + 0.95
2 <= 0 in their standard forms are:
Upper Bound =
 2 22 2
 Lower Bound =
−2 −2−2 −2

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It is clear that the second Hessian matrix corresponding to the lower bound of the quadratic
inequality constraint is not positive-semi definite and therefore, it forms a non-convex set. This
constraint and the non-convex objective function, fi(Vi,dq,Vti,dq) is absorbed in the subproblem
(U1) minimizing for xi as these are functions of local variables of a subsystem in the microgrid.
Along with the other terms in augmented Lagrangian of the optimization problem in Eq. 2.7,
the subproblem (U1) takes the general form of:
PiU1 : minimizexi∈Xi
1
2
xTi
(
Ai0 + B
i
0
)
xi + Ci0 xi
s.t. Di1 ≤
1
2
xTi A
i
1xi
where Ai0 is the coefficient
3
2 Ki
R2f i+ω
2L2f i
Mi from the cost function fi(Vti,Vi). Bi0 is a diagonal ma-
trix containing the coefficients of quadratic terms in LSρ pertaining to xi. The general structure
of Bi0 is 2diag(2ρ, 2ρ, ρ, ρ, ρ, ρ, 2ρ, 2ρ, ρ, ρ) for all subsystems except for subsystems located at
the ends of the physical microgrid network. For a subsystem having no neighbour i + 1, the
7th and 8th elements in Bi0 are set to 2ρ. Similarly for a subsystem having no neighbour i − 1,
the 1st and 2nd elements are equal to 2ρ. Ci0 is the matrix containing the coefficients of the
linear terms in LSρ pertaining to xi. The constraint reflects the lower bus voltage limits and is
expressed in standard quadratic form where Ai1 = 2diag(1, 1, 0, . . . , 0) so that
1
2 x
T
i A
i
1xi = V
′
i Vi
and Di1 represents the lower limit of the normalized bus voltage magnitude squared.
It is crucial to tackle various non-convexities in the subproblemPiU1, so that we can obtain a
converging solution to the decentralized optimization problem. The Hessian of the objective in
PiU1 is the sum of two matrices (A
i
0 + B
i
0). It has been mentioned earlier in this section that A
i
0 is
non-convex for typical DER parameters. Matrix Bi0 consists of a user defined parameter, ρ that
is inherent to the augmented Lagrangian, LSρ (x, y, ν). The objective of the problem is convex,
only when ρ is selected such that the Hessian is positive semi-definite (i.e. Ai0 + B
i
0  0).
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Theorem 2.5.1 When ρ satisfies the following inequality, the objective function of PU1 is con-
vex:
ρ ≥ max
i∈n

√
1
2
(
R f iKi
Di
)2
+
1
4
(
wL f iKi
Di
)2
−
1
2
(
R f iKi
Di
)  (2.13)
Proof A matrix is said to be positive semi-definite when all the eigenvalues of the matrix are
non-negative [42]. e is the eigenvalue of matrix (Ai0 + B
i
0) if det(A
i
0 + B
i
0 − Ie) = 0 where I
is an identity matrix. From this equation we obtain an expression of e in terms of ρ and other
parameters of matrix (Ai0 + B
i
0). Then, equating for ρ such that e ≥ 0 we can derive the equation
listed above. A detailed proof is listed in Appendix A of this paper.
Thus, we select ρ according to Theorem 2.5.1 to enforce convexity of subproblem PU1.
As the ADMM program has been proven to converge to a solution for any non-negative ρ in
reference [43], this does not contradict the fundamental purpose of the ρ parameter.
The subproblem PU1 is not convex despite the convexity of the objective, because it also
contains the lower bound voltage magnitude constraint. The constraint has already been proven
to be non-convex earlier in the section. To tackle this, we construct the Lagrangian dual func-
tion g(λ) of problem PU1 where λ is the lagrangian multiplier associated with the voltage lower
bound constraint:
g(λ) : minimize
x
1
2
xT (A0 + B0) x + C0x + λ ( D1 −
1
2
xT A1x )
Closed-form expression can be obtained for g(λ) by evoking the first-order optimality con-
dition (i.e. ∂LU1
∂x = 0) where LU1 is the Lagrangian function associated with PU1. x can be
expressed in terms of λ via the relation ∂LU1
∂x = 0:
∂LU1
∂x
= ( A0 + B0 ) x + C0 − λ ( A1x ) = 0; (2.14)
x = − ( A0 + B0 − λA1 )−1 C0 (2.15)
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where x is in terms of λ. Substituting x into g(λ) results in the dual problemDU1:
DU1 : max
λU1
λD1 −
3
2
CT0 (A0 + B0 − λA1)
−1 C0
s.t. λ ≥ 0 (D1′)
A0 + B0 − λA1  0 (D2′)
In the dual problem, constraint (D1′) is a fundamental inequality relation associated with
any Lagrangian multiplier, λ. The constraint (D2′) is a positive semi-definite relation necessary
to avoid the trivial solution of −∞. Given the structure of the problem, we can apply Schur’s
complement identity to convert the given dual problem DU1 to a semi-definite program (SDP)
[42, 52]:
SU1 : maximize
λ,γ
γ
s.t. λ ≥ 0A0 + B0 − λA1 C0CT0 λD1 − γ
  0
Solving the dual problem above, we obtain the optimal dual solution which is λ∗. When
we substitute this back into the closed form expression in Eq. 3.9, we get the corresponding
primal solution x′. Strong duality is the phenomenon that occurs when the dual optimal value,
g∗ obtained solving the dual function is exactly equal to the primal optimal value, p∗. This is
in most cases true only for a convex problem. However, our subproblem PU1 falls in the class
of a special non-convex problem for which strong duality holds due to hidden convexity as
described in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2.5.2 Strong duality holds between PU1 and g when the primal problem PU1 is
strictly feasible.
Proof For a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP), the theory of S-procedure
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states that if there exists a λ ≥ 0 such that:

A0 + B0 C0
CT0 −γ
 + λ

−A1 0
0 D1
  0
then, the optimal value of the dual and primal are equal (P∗U1 = g
∗) regardless of the convexity
of quadratic constraint. The above relationship holds when the first matrix term in the above
condition is positive semi-definite (PSD). That term originates from the objective of problem
PU1 and it is PSD when ρ is selected according to Theorem. 2.5.1
Finally, it is acknowledged that the subproblem (U2) only contains the linear convex con-
straints (C1)-(C5) and the convex quadratic upper bound inequality of constraint (C6) in POC.
The objective of the subproblem has non-mixed quadratic terms which only contains ρ > 0
as coefficients. This results in a diagonal Hessian matrix with only positive elements, thus
implying the objective is convex.
Alg 1: Decentralized Microgrid Coordination for Bus Agent i
Initialize: xi ← 0, yi ← 0, νi ← 0, k ← 0, rk+1i ← ∞, ρ ∈ Eq. 2.13, Ni ←
Neighbours of i
while rk+1i > ε do
xk+1i ← argmin
xi∈Xi
Liρ(xi, y
k, νkn)
Solve for λ∗ from S U1; Set xk+1i = (A0 + B0 − λ
∗A1)−1 C0
- Broadcast to all Ni the computed xk+1i
yk+1i ← argmin
yi∈Yi
Liρ(x
k+1
n , y, ν
k
n)
- Broadcast to all Ni computed yk+1i
νk+1i ← ν
k
i + ρ(x
k+1
i − y
k+1
i )
- Broadcast to all Ni computed νk+1i
- Compute residuals: rk+1i ← ||Mix
k+1
i − Niy
k+1
i ||
- k ← k + 1
end while
Applying the convex relaxations introduced above to this problem, we iterate through the
ADMM steps (U1) − (U3) to recurrently minimize for variables xk and yk as shown in Alg. 1.
The solutions eventually converge (as discussed in Ch. 2.3.2), thereby delivering the solution
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x∗ to the original microgrid problem, POC in a decentralized manner which is guaranteed to be
feasible due to the exact relaxation.
2.5.2 Results: Coordination Scheme II
Various studies conducted by applying the proposed coordination scheme on our microgrid
study system will be presented in this section to establish its performance features. The con-
vergence and feasibility studies are ran across larger system size than the previous case (upto
30 buses as shown in Fig. 2.10). The bigger microgrids are formed by an arbitrary replication
and combination of the 3-bus types which is detailed in Appendix B. It is important to note
that results pertaining to time-domain characteristics in the microgrid (shown in chapter 2.4)
holds same for set-points calculated by any scheme. Hence, they are not separately presented
in this section.
Figure 2.10: 30-bus line diagram
Convergence Study
The convergence rate of the proposed decentralized algorithm directly affects how frequently
the sources can be coordinated in the microgrid. To determine quantitative results for conver-
gence, we applied the decentralized coordination algorithm on microgrids with 3, 10, 20 and
30 subsystems. The results in Fig. 2.11 shows the descend of residual with the number of
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ADMM iterations. For each microgrid system, our program tracks the number of iterations it
takes for the residual value shown in Alg. 1 to fall below the threshold, ε. Each iteration in the
iterative ADMM algorithm consists of three steps, (U1)-(U3). Between each step a coordinat-
ing agent needs to communicate with neighbouring nodes which are generally one hop away.
Typical communication delay associated with this information exchange is usually between 8
to 30ms. The first two steps in an iteration are solving subproblems, PU1 and PU2 over x and y
respectively. These problems belong to the Semi-Definite Program (SDP) and Quadratic Pro-
gram (QP) optimization classes and solving these entail a computational cost of O(b3) through
interior point methods. The third step is a linear combinationO(b) to update the dual variable, ν
for the subsequent step. Given that b ranges from 5 to 10 variables for a given subsystem, these
subproblems can be solved in a fraction of millisecond given the computational power embed-
ded in decentralized intelligent devices. We consider a conservative time delay of 100ms for
each step in one iteration of the coordination process to account for worst case computational
and communication delays. This means each iteration is performed over 0.1 ∗ 3 = 0.3 seconds
For the 30-bus microgrid system, we observed that the solutions reach sufficient convergence
by 160 iterations. This implies that the time required for the optimization program to deliver
new set-points is 48 seconds. The time elapsed between two coordination events for the given
30-bus microgrid should therefore, be larger than the convergence time calculated.
Next we present the outcome of defining different values of ρ on the convergence of sys-
tem. For the given study, we fix our microgrid system to five buses. The selected ρ, which
is a quadratic coefficient in (U1), (U2) and a dual variable step size in (U3), affect the rate of
convergence and can be tuned for improving convergence speed. In general, a large ρ tends to
result in small primal residuals due to imposing large penalty for violation of primal feasibility.
However, a high ρ value also tends to cause large variations in the dual variable which mani-
fests through larger initial overshoot of residual, as shown in Fig. 2.12. There is a strict positive
lower bound for ρ to enforce convexity of subproblem PU1. For the simulated microgrid sys-
tem, the largest argument in the equation of Theeorem 2.5.1 results from the following DER
parameters, {R f i = 0.0046p.u., L f i = 0.23p.u.,Ki = 0.8,Di = 0.03528p.u. and ω = 1p.u.}.
Substituting these values into the expression of Theorem 2.5.1, we get the lower limit of ρ to
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be 1.704. We simulated the system for ρ settings of 10 to 104 to obtain the simulation result
presented in Fig. 2.12. It is clear that in all cases the residual eventually settles to 0 value,
albeit at different rates. This is consistent with the theoretical findings in [43] which states that,
ADMM iterates are guaranteed to converge for any positive ρ given the formulation of mini-
mization subproblems is convex. We fixed the ρ to 100 in our optimization problem because
it results in the least number of iterations to converge to solution and it allows sufficient slack
from lower limit of ρ which is 1.7. Under exceptional circumstances, if the lower bound of ρ
is more than this preset value, the new ρ setting is to be broadcasted to all the agents.
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Figure 2.11: Impact of System Size
Feasibility and Adaptability
In this microgrid coordination scheme, we do not adopt loose relaxations to obtain a convex
reformulation of the problem like in Ch. 2.4. Therefore, our proposed decentralized algorithm
is always expected to recover a feasible solution for any load composition, given that sufficient
real and reactive power capacity is available. Recall that, this was not the case for the previous
coordination scheme where shunt capacitive compensations were required to obtain an feasible
solution for several load compositions. Hence, the current problem reformulation is a certain
improvement over the previous coordination scheme which employed non-exact relaxations.
To confirm that the proposed scheme guarantees feasibility of the evidently non-convex bus
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Figure 2.12: Impact of ρ on convergence
voltage constraint for microgrids, we present the bus voltage output in Fig. 2.13 for different
degrees of inductive loading in a thirty-bus microgrid system. The bus loading was varied in
the range of 1 p.u. to 2 p.u. by mainly changing the RL load parameter in each bus, because
the inductive loads have the largest influence in depressing the bus voltage. It can be observed
in Fig. 2.13 that the mean bus voltage and its 95% confidence interval are well within the
standard acceptable variation of ±5% from the nominal value. Hence, we reaffirm through our
simulations that feasibility limits are maintained by the coordination method even under severe
system stress.
In Fig. 2.14, we show the overall cost of power in the microgrid for the same range of
bus loading. The cost increases almost linearly with the degree of bus loading, as the current
injection increases with load. The unit power cost Ki assigned to DER generation for the above
simulations are randomly generated positive values.
In certain coordination scenarios, the unavailability of a DER source must be accounted for
by increasing the generation from the other available sources based on cost-minimization and
feasibility considerations. Our problem formulation deals with the absence or unavailability
of a DER from a bus by forcing the corresponding DER injection current state, Ii to 0 using
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Figure 2.14: Optimal Cost of Power with changing load
constraint (C5). The indicator variable, Iempty(i) is set to be 1 if there is no DER associated . In
addition to that, constraint (C2) is nullified by the product term (1 − Iempty(i)) as this equation
no longer remains relevant for the particular subsystem. To clearly exhibit the adaptability of
the coordination scheme to unavailability of a DER, we first look at the power sharing of the
sources in a five-bus microgrid with and without the DER at bus 4, as shown in the first graph
of Fig. 2.15. It is evident from the illustration that in the absence of source capacity at a certain
node, the other sources re-adjust to maintain the total load consumption and power balance in
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the microgrid. The bus voltage feasibility of the microgrid in both scenarios is shown in Fig.
2.16. The recomputation of dispatch set-points is such that the operational constraints of all
subsystems and the voltage regulation at the buses can be sustained without the source at bus
4.
Figure 2.15: Power sharing for inactive DERs
Figure 2.16: Voltage feasibility for inactive DERs
Comparative Studies
Now, we show some essential simulation results to highlight the key differences between the
proposed algorithm and some state-of-the-art source dispatch schemes for microgrids. To be
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specific, we intend to emphasize the feasibility of the results obtained by our method due to in-
corporating all fundamental physical constraints which maintain supply-demand balance in an
exact manner. The results for the comparison of our decentralized source coordination with an
incremental cost-based droop method in [16] is shown in Fig. 2.17. In [16], local measurements
are utilized for real-time coordination of sources in a decentralized manner that entails no com-
munication. To achieve almost instantaneous decision making and discard communication, the
optimization problem formulated simplifies the calculation of system losses and ignores some
critical operational attributes such as reactive power balance. This may cause violation of sys-
tem limits, when it is not accounted for exactly in determining individual source contributions
to the microgrid. To prove this, we apply both microgrid optimization method on a five-bus
microgrid with the following cost factors for the sources, {1000, 1000, 1000, 0.01, 1000}. Ac-
cording to the optimization technique proposed in [16], the source at bus 4 meets the power
requirements of the entire microgrid when sufficient capacity is available. This however, causes
violation of system limits, mainly the voltage deviation limit at multiple buses in the micro-
grid, shown in Fig. 2.17(b). This can cause damage to the microgrid components and leading
to cascading outages. In comparison, our optimization technique formulates the steady state
active-reactive power balance and system limits in the problem constraints, which prevents the
optimization program to postulate source parameters that can lead to infeasibility. Therefore,
as shown in Fig. 2.17, our problem formulation limits contribution of power from bus 4 in
order to maintain feasibility across the system.
In table. 2.1, we also compare the performance of our proposal with some existing works
in the area of microgrid power sharing. The comparison is based on four essential attributes:
1) Convergence rate 2) Communication overheads 3) Relaxations and 4) Feasibility guaran-
tee. These features essentially define the applications of various coordination schemes based
on system requirements, cost considerations, etc. For a system of size n ((i.e. number of
nodes/subsystems participating in coordination), the convergence rate is O(n) for decentralized
optimization algorithm based on convex formulation like ours and in references [21] and [19].
In a centralized system however, the computational cost of obtaining an optimal solution to
the optimization problem is O(n3). in decentralized coordination algorithms that incorporate
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only neighbouring peer-to-peer communication, the communication overhead incurred is only
O(m), where m is the number of neighbours to a coordinating agent. For decentralized system,
the state measurements from all nodes need to be communicated to a single point incurring
communication cost of O(n) which is substantially greater and requires a more extensive com-
munication infrastructure. Key relaxations such as rank relaxation or second order cone (SOC)
relaxations were applied in references [21] and [19] to obtain a convex formulation much like
our non-exact relaxation in Ch. 2.4. References [16] and [40] also ignore the reactive power
balance and voltage regulation constraints which can cause infeasibility in the obtained result.
Our decentralized coordination algorithm exhibits superior convergence property and guar-
antees feasibility of the obtained solution due to employing exact convex relaxations. It is
therefore well suited for near real-time source coordination for maintaining efficient operation
of the microgrid.
Proposed
Algorithm
Incremental-
cost droop
algorithm [16]
Decentralized
OPF algorithm
Type 1 [19]
Decentralized
OPF Algo-
rithm Type 2
[21]
Centralized
Algorithm in
[40]
Convergence
to optimal
point
Linear O(n) - Linear O(n) Linear O(n) O(n3)
Communication
Overhead
O(m) - O(m) O(m) O(n)
Relaxations
of physical
microgrid
constraints
None
Reactive
power balance
or voltage
regulation not
considered
SOCP in-
equality
relaxation
Optimal Solu-
tion, X∗ Rank
relaxation
Reactive
power balance
or voltage
regulation not
considered
Feasibility in
Original OPF
Feasible
Not guaran-
teed
Not guaran-
teed
Not guaran-
teed
Feasible
Table 2.1: Performance Comparison of Proposed Algorithm
Chapter 3
Decentralized Optimization of Source
Injection in Distribution Networks
This chapter introduces a novel reformulation of the coordination problem of distributed sources
in a radially connected active DN. Our problem formulation is decentralized for every node and
employs a convex relaxation that guarantees feasibility of the final solution. The proposed op-
timization technique is tested on standard IEEE distribution network test systems to examine
its applicability for various load and generation scenarios encountered in modern distribution
systems.
3.1 System Model
The branch flow model is a set of complex non-linear equations that fully define the operation
of a transmission or distribution network. First, the network is considered to be a connected and
directed graph G = (N , ~E), where N is the number of nodes that corresponds to a bus and E
contains all directed lines connecting a bus i ∈ N to another bus j [54]. All lines are considered
to be directed upstream , i.e. towards the substation in a distribution network. The model is
based on complex variables such as bus voltage Vi, net power injection si, power flowing in
line S i j = Pi j + jQi j, and current in the same line Ii j, where i → j ∈ ~E is the directed line
44
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between node i and node j. Each line also has a complex impedance zi j = ri j + jxi j. Together
these state variables and system parameters characterize a set of power flow equations known
as the Branch Flow Model (BFM) [54]:
∑
k:i→k
S ik =
∑
j: j→i
(
S ji − z ji|I ji|2
)
+ si, i ∈ N (3.1)
Iik = yik (Vi − Vk) , i→ k ∈ ~E (3.2)
S ik = ViIHik , i→ k ∈ ~E (3.3)
In the steady-state power flow equations shown above, Eq. 3.1 maintains power balance
in each node, Eq. 3.2 is the Ohm’s law relation in a particular line and Eq. 3.3 is the formula
for line power flowing from bus i to bus k. These equations are normally incorporated as
underlying constraints in an OPF problem. The standard method of solving such optimization
problems in complex space is to convert it into real-valued problems of real and imaginary parts
of the complex arguments. However, this is associated with a high computational complexity
and does not overcome any of the nonlinearities in Eq. 3.1-3.3.
If the phase information contained in the complex variables Vi and Ii j is discarded, two new
real variables defined as 3i = |Vi|2 and `i j = |Ii j|2 can be obtained. Using these new variables
and substituting Eq. 3.3 into Eq. 3.2, we can rewrite Eq. 3.2 as:
3i = 3k +
(
zikS ∗ik + z
∗
ikS ik
)
− |zik|2`ik
Also squaring both sides of Eq. 3.3 we get:
3i`ik = |S ik|2
Adopting these equations and separating the real and imaginary parts in Eq. 3.1, we obtain
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an equivalent formulation of the branch flow model solely in terms of real variables [55]:
∑
k:i→k
Pik =
∑
j: j→i
(
P ji − r ji` ji
)
+ pi, i ∈ N
∑
k:i→k
Qik =
∑
j: j→i
(
Q ji − x ji` ji
)
+ qi, i ∈ N
3i = 3k + 2 (rikPik + xikQik) −
(
r2ik + x
2
ik
)
`ik, i→ k ∈ ~E
3i `ik = P2ik + Q
2
ik, i→ k ∈ ~E (3.4)
These equations are referred to as the relaxed branch flow model. The relaxed BFM was first
proposed in the following works [56, 57]. To a power flow optimization problem, the first three
lines in Eq. 3.4 are convex linear constraints, while the fourth constraint is a quadratic equality
constraint that doesn’t comply with the definition of convex sets discussed in Ch. 2.3.1. There-
fore, the overall optimization problem based on relaxed BFM is primarily non-convex. To-
gether, the equations in the relaxed BFM define feasible set for variables {Pi j,Qi j, vi, li j, pi, qi}.
During the steady state operation of an electrical system, the actual voltage and line current
variables are phasors with phase angles ∠Vi, ∠Ii j. Hence, to accurately model an electrical net-
work using the relaxed BFM model, it is essential that a feasible solution to the equations in
terms of transformed real variables correspond to a unique solution in the complex space for
the general BFM. This one-to-one correspondence between the solution set of relaxed BFM
equations and the complex feasible set defined by the general BFM equations has been proven
to hold for radial networks in reference [55]. A decentralized algorithm to recover the phasor
values of the state variables from their real valued solution in Eq. 3.4 are also given in reference
[55]. Hence, the real domain relaxation of the BFM is sufficient and exact for representation
of a radial electrical network in an optimal power flow problem.
3.2 Decentralization and Convex Relaxation
The characteristic configuration of a radial distribution network allows us to disintegrate the
optimal power flow problem into subproblems for N buses in the system. First it must be
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recognized that each bus i in the radial network is connected to the rest of the system as shown
in Fig. 3.1. Bus i can potentially have multiple branches spanning into downstream nodes,
which we refer to as child nodes ci. In contrast, bus i has only one unique line connecting
it to a node upstream in the distribution network referred to as ancestor node, Ai [19]. The
squared magnitude current and the sending-end power in the line between bus i and its ancestor
Ai are quantities that are distinct to each bus. Hence, we enlist them as local variables to
the bus referred to as li and S i respectively [19]. The impedance of the line between node i
and its ancestor is also denoted by zi. The squared magnitude of bus voltage, vi and the net
power injection into the bus, si are also naturally local variables to bus i. These notations are
summarized in Table. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Single-line Diagram of Interconnections to Node i in a Radial Network
The exceptions to this generalized form of notations for a bus are the nodes at the ends of the
network tree. One node is the root node (i.e. the substation bus) which has no ancestor hence,
the variables `i and S i are void for this node. The root node is unique in a radial distribution
network and is identified as bus i = 1 ofN buses. Similarly the nodes at the end of the network
in downstream do not have any child nodes, ci. These nodes are also known as leaf nodes. In
a fully connected radial network, the number of edges ~E = N − 1 [19]. This means all nodes
except the root must have a line connecting to ancestor, hence the edge set is defined for the
given radial network as ~E = {2, . . . ,N}.
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Notations for bus i
ci Child nodes to i
Ai Ancestor node of i
3i Squared bus voltage
`i Current in line i→ Ai
si = pi + j qi Net power injection at bus i
S i = Pi + j Qi Sending end power in line i→ Ai
zi = ri + j xi complex impedance in line i→ Ai
Table 3.1: Summary of Notations for bus i
Using the aforementioned notations, the optimal power flow problem of the active distribu-
tion network is formulated as follows:-
PAC : minimize
S i,3i,`i,si
∑
i∈N
fi(pi)
subject to:
si ∈ Ii, ∀i ∈ N (C1)
Pi =
∑
∀ j∈ci
(
P j − r j` j
)
+ pi, ∀i ∈ N (C2)
Qi =
∑
∀ j∈ci
(
Q j − r j` j
)
+ qi, ∀i ∈ N (C3)
3i = 3Ai + 2 (riPi + xiQi) − (r
2
i + x
2
i )`i, ∀i ∈ ~E (C4)
0.952 ≤ 3i ≤ 1.052, ∀i ∈ N (C5)
P2i + Q
2
i − 3i`i ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ ~E (C6)
P2i + Q
2
i − 3i`i ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ ~E (C7)
Each source in the network will inject power at a particular bus i according to its feasible
injection region, Ii which depends on the capacity of the energy source and controllability of
the interfacing power electronic converter [58]. These can be approximated as box constraints
specifying limits on the real and reactive power injected by a source. Finally, a binary variable
IS (i) indicates the availability of a source for coordination at bus i. Together these conditions
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define the feasible injection region in constraint (C1) of source at bus i as follows:-
sGi ≤ sGi ≤ sGi
si = sGi − sLi
IS (i) sGi = 0
where sGi is the generation and sLi is the load at any bus i. When the power flow problem
is formulated to minimize the cost of DG power in the microgrid, the cost function typically
appears as a quadratic function of the generated power of DGs : αiP2Gi. This cost factor can
be set by the independent producer to recover costs of investment, operation and maintenance
or it can be assigned by market entities depending on market signals [50]. This will facilitate
peer-to-peer energy trading in smart grids which is becoming highly plausible due to advent of
technologies such as Blockchain [4].
The constraints (C2) − (C6) in PAC are the relaxed BFM equations for a radial network
in terms of the notations summarized in Table. 3.1. Among these, constraints (C2) and (C3)
are formed to maintain power balance for every bus, i for all i ∈ N . The constraint (C4) is
the squared Ohm’s law relation signifying magnitude of voltage drop due to power flow in
the line between bus i and its ancestor Ai. Constraint (C5) limits the bus voltage deviation to
±5% from nominal value. Finally, the quadratic equality constraint associated with the line
power flowing out of bus i is represented as a combination of two inequality constraints (C6)
& (C7) as outlined in reference [53]. (C6) is a convex second order cone relaxation for the line
power which in certain scenarios is independently sufficient to obtain the same result as the
quadratic equality [10]. Operational conditions under which this stands true has been outlined
in reference [59]. However, feasibility of the original constraint can be violated in that method
for some anticipated scenarios in active distribution networks (e.g. bidirectional power flow in
the lines). For a more comprehensive representation of the relaxed BFM, the inequality (C7)
must be incorporated in the optimization problem PAC to exactly account for the quadratic
equality constraint associated with line power, i → Ai. It can be easily deciphered from their
respective equations that the set defined by constrain (C7) is the absolute complement of the
convex set defined by (C6) (formal definition: Absolute complement of set A = {x ∈ U |x <
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A}). This implies that as the set defined by constraint (C6) is convex, the set defined by its
absolute complement constraint (C7) is non-convex which therefore results in non-convexity
of problem PAC.
The problem PAC is not separable for a bus i because of the power balance constraints
(C2)-(C3) and the constraint pertaining to voltage drop and current flow in i → Ai line, (C4).
These constraints are composed of variables which inherently belong to the child nodes, ci or
ancestor node, Ai. Moreover, the localized non-convex constraint (C7) renders the problem
NP-hard which implies that the problem is not solvable in polynomial time [60]. The problem
PAC can be attempted to be solved by a central agent to determine the power injection set points
for the sources. However, this is not scalable for a NP-hard problem in modern electrical net-
works with numerous intelligent nodes that needs to be simultaneously optimized. Therefore,
we propose a decentralized optimization algorithm leveraging the decomposability of ADMM
simiar to Ch. 2.3.2 to construct an equivalent form of PAC which is convex and separable for
every intelligent node.
To achieve this objective, first it is required that every agent decomposes the problem be-
tween two sets of variables: local and perspective variables [19]. The local variables for a
particular bus are similar to those defined in Table 3.1 of the previous section, but we add a
superscript x to the variables to distinguish them as local variables. Perspective variables yi
considered for this problem are basically local perspectives of specific variables in local bus,
i and neighbouring buses, ci or Ai. Perspective variables, yi allow us to formulate the non-
separable constraints (i.e. incorporates non-local variables) in PAC in terms of locally solved
states. The general form of these variables for a bus i in the network is shown below:
xi = {Pxi ,Q
x
i , 3
x
i , `
x
i , p
x
i , q
x
i }
yi = {P
y
i,i,Q
y
i,i, 3
y
i,i, `
y
i,i, p
y
i,i, q
y
i,i, 3
y
Ai,i, P
y
j,i,Q
y
j,i, `
y
i,i ∀ j ∈ ci} (3.5)
In the perspective variables, the first term in the subscript denotes perspective of and the
second term denotes perspective from. For example, Pyj,i is the perspective of local branch real
power in bus j from the perspective of bus i. The perspective variables yi are solved for such
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that they belong to the feasible set, Yi defined by the following equations:
syi,i ∈ Ii, (C1)
Pyi,i =
∑
∀ j∈ci
(
Pyj,i − r j`
y
j,i
)
+ pyi,i (C2)
Qyi,i =
∑
∀ j∈ci
(
Qyj,i − r j`
y
j,i
)
+ qyi,i (C3)
3
y
i,i = 3
y
Ai,i
+ 2
(
riP
y
i,i + xiQ
y
i,i
)
− (r2i + x
2
i )`
y
i,i (C4)
0.952 ≤ 3yi,i ≤ 1.05
2 (C5)
(Pyi,i)
2 + (Qyi,i)
2 − 3
y
i,i`
y
i,i ≤ 0 (C6)
Therefore, the feasible set Yi is a convex set defined by the convex constraints (C1)-
(C6). The purpose of maintaining perspective variables of certain neighbouring states (e.g.
Pyj,i,Q
y
j,i, . . . ) is revealed by the formulation of the above feasible set, Yi. The program
uses these variables to implement local representation of constraints that are inherently non-
separable for a certain bus. Having definedYi as such, the non-convex constraint (C7) has been
isolated which shall thereby define another feasible set, Xi. We solve for the local variables, xi
to belong to this feasible set Xi and rewrite constraint (C7) in terms of xi:
(Pxi )
2 + (Qxi )
2 − 3xi `
x
i ≥ 0 (C7)
To ensure that the variables xi and yi eventually satisfy all constraints of problem PAC,
consensus must be enforced between the local and perspective variables. This is achieved by
incorporating the consensus condition as a constraint to formulate an ADMM based decom-
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posed optimization problem as shown:
PD : minimize
xi∈Xi,yi∈Yi
∑
i∈N
fi(pxi )
subject to: ∀i ∈ N
Pxi = P
y
i,i ,Q
x
i = Q
y
i,i , 3
x
i = 3
y
i,i , `
x
i = `
y
i,i , p
x
i = p
y
i,i , q
x
i = q
y
i,i ,
Pxi = P
y
i,Ai ,Q
x
i = Q
y
i,Ai , `
x
i = `
y
i,Ai ,
3
x
i = 3
y
i, j ∀ j ∈ ci
Due to the consensus constraints, every perspective variable is compelled to be equal to
their actual states in local or neighbouring buses. The optimization problems PD and PAC
are equivalent when the consensus constraints are satisfied. Like in Ch. 2.3.2, the consensus
constraints of PD are represented hereon as Mx−Ny = 0. The augmented Lagrangian function
for problem PD is thus constructed as follows:
LDρ (x, y, ν) =
∑
i∈N
fi(xi) + vT (Mx − Ny) +
ρ
2
‖Mx − Ny‖22
=
∑
i∈N
[
fi(pxi ) + ν
P
i,i (P
x
i − P
y
i,i) + ν
Q
i,i (Q
x
i − Q
y
i,i) + ν
3
i,i (3
x
i − 3
y
i,i) + ν
`
i,i (`
x
i − `
y
i,i)
+ ν
p
i,i (p
x
i − p
y
i,i) + ν
q
i,i (q
x
i − q
y
i,i) +
∑
∀ j∈ci
{
νPj,i (P
x
j − P
y
j,i) + ν
Q
j,i (Q
x
j − Q
y
j,i) + ν
`
j,i (`
x
j − `
y
j,i)
}
+ ν3Ai,i (3
x
Ai − 3
y
Ai,i) +
ρ
2
(Pxi − P
y
i,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(Qxi − Q
y
i,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(3xi − 3
y
i,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(`xi − `
y
i,i)
2
+
ρ
2
(pxi − p
y
i,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(qxi − q
y
i,i)
2 +
∑
∀ j∈ci
{
ρ
2
(Pxj − P
y
j,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(Qxj − Q
y
j,i)
2 +
ρ
2
(`xj − `
y
j,i)
2
}
+
ρ
2
(3xAi − 3
y
Ai,i)
2
]
(3.6)
where ν is the dual variable associated with the consensus constraint in PD and the dual
step size, ρ is set to a value greater than 0 to ensure convergence of the problem [43]. The
augmented Lagrangian function, LpD(xi, yi, νi) is dependent simultaneously on the variables
x, y and ν. We traverse the problem, LpD by dividing it into separate subproblems which
independently solve for x and y within feasible sets Xi and Yi in an iterative manner, and
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updates ν after each iteration based on the difference between local and perspective variables
(Mx − Ny = 0). The three steps involved in the process of solving the Lagrangian, similar to
those in Ch. 2.3.2 are presented below:
xk+1i = argmin
xi∈Xi
LSp(x, y
k, νk) (U1)
yk+1i = argmin
yi∈Yi
LSp(x
k+1, y, νk) (U2)
vk+1i = ν
k
i + ρ(Mx
k+1 − Nyk+1) (U3)
Superscript k + 1 on variables signifies values computed in current iteration and superscript
k signifies values computed during the previous iteration, which is held constant during the
current iteration. It can be observed from the Lagrangian of problem PD shown in Eq. 3.6 that
the x and y minimization subproblems, (U1) and (U2) are separable for each node i, when the
values of the other two variables are kept fixed to their previous updates [61]. Communica-
tion is required between neighbouring nodes before each step to exchange essential variables
required to compute the consensus gap, (Mx − Ny) = 0. A generalized communication frame-
work established between a bus i and its neighbouring nodes to facilitate decentralization of
the problem is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: General communication framework for bus i
Prior to update (U1) in (k +1)− th iteration, the updated values of certain variables in νk are
communicated to bus i and held fixed while solving the subproblem. Similarly before updates
(U2) and (U3), some variables of xk+1 and yk+1 are communicated to bus i successively. The
update variables of {x, y, ν} that are exchanged between neighbouring nodes to carry out the
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decentralized iterative process of solving PD are specified in Fig. 3.2 from the perspective of a
certain bus i in the system.
The procedure to attain convergence of solutions xi and yi by iterating through the steps
(U1)-(U3) is already outlined in Alg. 1 of ch. 2.3.2. For the ADMM problem PD to converge ,
it is imperative that the respective subproblems (U1) and (U2) have convex forms so that x and
y variables can be iteratively minimized. Subproblem (U2) comprises constraints (C1)-(C6)
of problem PAC which are convex. The objective of the subproblem is also a convex function
as it consists of pure-quadratic terms (i.e 3yi,i
2
, `
y
i,i
2,etc.) with positive coefficients ρ from the
augmented Lagrangian. Hence, subproblem (U2) can be solved optimally at each iteration. In
contrast, obtaining an exact solution from subproblem (U1) is not as straightforward because
the solution, xk+1 lies in a set defined by constraint (C7) which is non-convex.
The general form of subproblem (U1) is shown below in terms of coefficient matrices
resulting from the augmented Lagrangian function in Eq. 3.6 and the constraint (C7):
PiU1 : minimizexi∈Xi
1
2
xTi
(
Ai0 + B
i
0
)
xi + Ci0 xi
s.t. 0 ≤
1
2
xTi A
i
1xi
where, Ai1 = 2 ·

1 0 0 0 · · ·
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 −12
0 0 −12 0
...
. . .

(3.7)
There are crucial differences between the above formulation and the subproblem PU1 de-
fined in Ch. 2.5 for the islanded microgrid problem in a DQ frame of reference. Firstly, the
matrix Ai0 in the objective arises from the cost function of the original problem PAC which is
now expressed in terms of xi within subproblem PU1. The cost function of PAC has already
been defined as αiP2Gi earlier. Power pGi is an optimization variable in this problem, unlike the
state-space model based problem POC in Ch. 2.5 for which generated power had to be expressed
as a quadratic function of input voltage and bus voltage, f (Vti,Vi). The cost function, αiPGi and
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resultantly the term xTi A
i
0xi in objective is certainly convex, for any cost factor αi which always
has a positive value. The other matrices in objective, B0 and C0 are similar in characteristic
to the previous problem shown in Ch. 2.5. It is important to note that since xTi A
i
0xi is always
convex in this problem, there is no restriction on the value of penalty parameter ρ, whereas in
Ch. 2.5 the value of ρ was bounded by Theorem 2.5.1. Lastly, the coefficient matrix Ai1 has a
more complex form containing off-diagonal elements due to the form of quadratic inequality
constraint (C7). Only the relevant block of matrix of matrix Ai1 is shown in the diagram, as the
remaining elements in the matrix are 0.
Following the same approach as Ch. 2.5 that utilizes dual function and Schur’s complement,
we can construct the dual semi-definite program (SDP) , S U1 of the problem PU1 as shown
below:
SU1 : maximize
λ,γ
γ
s.t. λ ≥ 0A0 + B0 − λA1 C0CT0 −γ
  0
This concave dual problem is then solved to obtain the dual optimal λ∗. Strong duality holds
between the corresponding dual optimal value g∗ and the optimal value of the primal problem,
P∗U1. This is because the problem PU1 belongs to the same special case of quadratically con-
strained quadratic program (QCQP) described in Theorem 2.5.2 for which the dual program
holds strong result (i.e. g∗ = P∗U1) [42]. Hence, according to the theory of S-procedure, the
primal optimal solution, (x)k+1 in a specific iteration can be obtained for subproblem (U1) by
directly substituting λ∗ into the following closed-form expression obtained using the first order
optimality condition ∂LU1
∂x = 0, where LU1 is the Lagrangian function of problem PU1:
∂LU1
∂x
= (A0 + B0) x + C0 − λ ( A1x ) = 0; (3.8)
x = − ( A0 + B0 − λA1 )−1 (C0) (3.9)
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Applying the aforementioned techniques, the decentralized optimization algorithm solves the
subproblems (U1) and (U2) at every iteration. The ADMM iterates eventually converge to
the final solution x′ for a given coordination event, when the residual ||Mx − Ny||22 falls below
threshold ε in Alg. 1 of Ch. 2.5. At this stage the terms ν(Mx − Ny) and ρ2 ||(Mx − Ny)||
2
2 in
Eq. 3.6 tends to 0, which means the Lagrangian function reduces to the objective in problem,
PD. This implies that x′ and y′ are solutions of the optimization problem formulated in PD,
and consequently it is also a feasible solution to the original optimization problem of the active
distribution network, i.e. PAC, as it satisfies the consensus constraints.
3.3 Results
The aforementioned optimization algorithm has been applied on 8 bus, 33 bus and 64 bus dis-
tribution system parameters [56, 63]. Most of the results presented are obtained for an IEEE-33
bus system with sources distributed across the network as shown in Fig. 3.3. Convergence, fea-
sibility and cost of the proposed solution are analyzed to ascertain key performance attributes
of the ADMM based decentralized optimization. Comparison with a state-of-the-art power
sharing technique is also presented in this section to highlight improvements over the existing
literature.
Figure 3.3: Placement of sources in the standard IEEE 33-bus DN
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Convergence Study
The progressive decay of the ADMM residual with the number of iterations shown in Fig. 3.4
is obtained by applying the decentralized algorithm on three distribution systems of different
sizes. The 8-bus system is a subset of the IEEE 33 bus system which was adopted for initial
testing purposes. The other two network parameters utilized for this study are from the IEEE
33-bus and 64-bus distribution systems data. The convergence characteristics of this optimiza-
tion problem is significantly different from that shown in Ch. 2.5.2 because of the differences
in problem dimension and complexity of the problem. The branch flow model contains less
constraints leading to lower complexity of the subproblems compared to the state-space model
in DQ frame. Furthermore, the objective of the problem to incorporate microgrid cost is a
convex quadratic function in this model. It can be observed from Fig. 3.4 that the initially
sharp drop in residual occurs within 3 iterations for all three system sizes. Following that, the
residual drops at a slower rate to ε when there is a larger number of independent coordinat-
ing agents (i.e. buses) in the system. This is highlighted by magnifying the portion between
iterations 20 to 30 in Fig. 3.4. The residual of convergence for a larger system is seen to be
slightly greater at the same number of iterations. Therefore, to converge to the same residual
thresold of ε the DN with 64 buses will take a higher number of iterations than the 33-bus
system or the 8-bus system. The number of iterations required for the IEEE 64 bus DN to
attain acceptable convergence was determined to be 200 iterations. Assuming that the cyber el-
ements and communication protocol employed in this coordination method are similar to those
in ch. 2.2, the total communication and computational delay incurred in one iteration of the
optimization process is about 300ms. This implies that a single coordination event requires
about 0.3 ∗ 200 ≈ 60s to generate the power dispatch set-points. The relatively faster conver-
gence rate compared to the problem in Ch. 2.5 can be attributed to the conceded granularity
of the dispatch set-points. For example, this optimization technique only renders the real and
reactive power allocation set-points which needs to be further tracked to corresponding voltage
set-points by the internal control loops of the inverter. In contrast, the system model of the
previous problem enabled us to obtain the exact voltage set-point from the optimization prob-
lem itself. Hence, this establishes an essential trade-off between the two proposed models for
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microgrid coordination.
Figure 3.4: Convergence of x and y variables in ADMM subproblems
Power Sharing Trend
There are 3 distributed sources in our 33-bus system placed at bus 6, 20 and 33, while the
grid injection has throughout been modelled as a source at bus 1. The real and reactive power
capacity of the sources are given in Appendix C. The objective of our optimization problem
tends to minimize the cost of power injection from the sources, which is dependent on the
cost factor, αi. Intuitively, when the cost factor of a particular source is significantly lower,
most of the power should be supplied from that source given that the underlying feasibility
constraints are met. To demonstrate this, we run the optimization program for five different
cost combinations of the 4 power sources. For first four cost combinations, cost 1−4 in Fig. 3.5
the cost factors, αi of sources at buses 1, 6, 20 and 33 are set to 1 subsequently, while fixing the
remaining cost factors to 8. For example, cost2 has the following cost factors for the respective
bus sources {source bus1 = 8, source bus6 = 1, source bus20 = 8, source bus33 = 8}. All
cost combinations are listed in detail in Appendix C. It can be observed from Fig. 3.5 that the
sources with the lower cost factor, αi supplies the most power in all the different combinations
which is expected. The contribution of source at bus 6 is typically high because it is at a
strategically superior position in the network (i.e. close to most loads). Therefore, for cost2
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in Fig. 3.5, the minimum cost solution is reached with almost no power contribution from the
other sources because this allocations leads to lower losses while ensuring a feasible solution.
For the final cost combination, cost5, all sources are assigned a cost factor of 8 which leads to
almost equal power sharing among the sources.
Figure 3.5: Effect of cost factors on power sharing
Next, it is shown in Fig. 3.6 how the distribution and size of loads affect the power al-
location of the sources. Keeping cost factors αi of sources at bus 1, 6, 20 and 33 fixed to
{2, 5, 3, 9} respectively, the optimization program is run in 4 different load scenarios shown as
load settings 1 − 4 in Fig. 3.6. The bus-by-bus load parameters for the load settings are given
in Appendix C. For Load Setting 1, the real and reactive load parameters are used verbatim
from the IEEE 33-bus DN data. The power sharing in this case is typical depending on their
relative cost factors, where maximum power is being injected by the grid due to lower price.
In Load Setting 2, the real power demand is adjusted such that it is concentrated towards buses
which are close to source bus 6 and 33, while keeping the total real power demand over the
whole DN same as before. This leads to an increase in power supplied by sources at bus 6 and
33 due to loss considerations of supplying power from more distant sources. For the case of
Load Setting 3, we keep the real power demand at the buses same as LoadS etting1 but inflate
the reactive power demand to two times at all buses. This will expectedly increase the losses in
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the lines, but does not considerably affect power sharing unless voltage feasibility condition is
violated. Finally, in Load Setting 4 scenario the real power demand is 2 times and the reactive
power demand is 1.5 times that of load setting 1 at every bus. This scenario exhibits how the
system reallocates source injection such that the system limits (such as voltage bounds) are
not violated under severe system stress. Under this condition, the power supplied by source
at bus 6 increases more than that by the other sources although it has a relatively higher cost
than some of the other sources. This prevents violation of voltage bounds because loads are
being supplied from closest sources given that capacity is available, thereby minimizing volt-
age drops in the tie lines. The aggregate power supply and demand in the system is also shown
in Fig. 3.7 for the discussed load scenarios. The differences between the supply and demand
represents the losses in the distribution line.
Figure 3.6: Effect of system load on power sharing
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Figure 3.7: Aggregate load-supply in the network
Feasibility and Cost
During steady-state operation, the standard voltage limits of ±5% must be strictly met for
sustainable operation of the distribution network. The bus voltages in the final minimum-cost
solution, x′ is maintained within the feasible region between the red lines in Fig. 3.8 by the
voltage regulation constraint (C5) in the problem PAC. Some existing optimization techniques
such as that in reference [10] omits the voltage upper bound constraint to obtain a convex
and exact relaxation to the OPF problem. However, in such cases the solution of the relaxed
problem might stray out of feasible region, especially under high system stress like in Load
Setting 4 scenario. In contrast, the solution offered by our optimization algorithm is guaranteed
to be within the feasible voltage bounds, whenever a feasible solution exists. In Fig. 3.8, the
variation in bus voltage magnitude is very low for Load Settings 1 and 2 because these are
nominal load conditions. For Load Settings 3 and Load Setting 4, the inflated reactive power
demand in the system leads to greater variation between the bus voltages, which is symbolized
by the larger interval bars in these load scenarios. The excessively high real power demand in
Load Setting 4 also leads to a higher mean bus voltage in the network.
The minimum costs obtained for load settings 1-4 are shown next in Fig. 3.9. Cost is
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Figure 3.8: Feasibility of bus voltages
dependent on real power supplied by the sources, hence it changes very little between load
settings 1-3. This insubstantial change can be attributed to small variations in power allocation
and system losses which were already shown in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. The cost then
increases to a much higher value in load setting 4 which is more than twice the previous costs.
This is because more power is being drawn from source at bus 6 in this scenario under feasi-
bility considerations. This source is associated with a higher cost factor which therefore, leads
to a larger increase in cost compared to the increase in power supplied.
Comparative Studies
Finally, proof of feasibility guarantee of our proposed algorithm is presented in comparison
with a state-of-the-art incremental-cost droop based power sharing scheme presented in ref-
erence [16]. In [16], the cost of power supply is minimized while accounting for real power
balance in the system. This is a decentralized scheme with no communication entailed which
renders rapid convergence. However, this scheme ignores the reactive power balance, exact
system losses and voltage bound constraints that are naturally imposed on the system. To ex-
hibit that this can result in infeasible solution, we vary the cost of source at bus 33, α33 from 100
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Figure 3.9: Optimal power cost in different load scenarios
to 1 while the cost of the other sources αc are kept fixed to 100. Under these cost scenarios, the
maximum deviation in the bus voltage magnitudes using the aforementioned incremental-cost
based algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.10. These values were obtained by conducting Newton-
Ralphson AC load flow analysis using MATPOWER function ’runpf’ [62]. When the cost
factor of source at 33 is biased to be 100 times less than the cost factors of other sources, the
entire real power demand in the distribution system is being met by the source at 33. This
results in significant voltage drop in the lines which causes the voltage magnitude deviation
to surpass the allowed limit of 10%, where the maximum voltage in the system is considered
to be 1.05 p.u. On the other hand, the optimization technique proposed in this paper accu-
rately incorporates constraints related to line losses, voltage drops, reactive power balance and
voltage feasibility limits. This prevents the proposed algorithm to limit the power drawn from
source 33 and allocate some injection to the other sources so that the bus voltage limits are
not violated. The results are shown in Fig. 3.10 where it can be seen that even for a highly
biased cost, the proposed algorithm obtains a solution within standard voltage bounds, whilst
optimization schemes ignoring essential constraints might violate these bounds.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of voltage feasibility of final solution
Chapter 4
Conclusions
A paradigm shift in our energy landscape is being brought about by rapid development of the
microgrid technology, which offers a reliable solution to modern energy needs and enables
growing amalgamation of greener sources to our grid. Superior ability to monitor and engage
in interactive energy exchange via demand side smart devices presents a unique opportunity
to now control all significant entities in the power network. However, the full potential of this
technology is yet to be realized due to lack of a comprehensive framework that can support
a wide range of operational scenarios encountered in the microgrid. The imminent need to
improve existing techniques to match the faster dynamics of microgrid elements and establish
a more feasible, reliable and efficient scheme of coordinating distributed sources had been
addressed through this work.
Utilities can use the proposed coordination schemes on microgrid systems with loads that
can be controlled in short term (about a minute) to economize power supply costs from the
distributed sources. The coordination scheme is foreseen to work in tandem with a transient
control mechanism that deals with initial oscillations and abrupt changes in load within a coor-
dination interval. The applicability of the individual techniques depend on the characteristics
of the system loads and logistic limitations (e.g. computational power of bus agents).
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4.1 Contributions
In light of the existing research challenges, the contributions of this thesis can be summarized
as follows:
• Decentralization of the microgrid steady-state source coordination problem was achieved
through application of ADMM that improves the reliability and scalability of centralized
dispatch mechanisms by eliminating dependence on single point of failure.
• A source coordination technique incurring minimal computational cost is proposed by
performing strategic linearization and convexification on a constant-impedance load mod-
elled microgrid system that delivers feasible minimum-cost solutions for load composi-
tions of reasonable power factors.
• A near real-time coordination technique of inverter based DERs is proposed that im-
proves the previous method with an exact relaxation of the non-convex constraint in DQ
frame state-space model of microgrid system. This technique is particularly well suited
for islanded microgrids and guarantees feasibility of acquired solution for a wider range
of load compositions.
• For grid-connected microgrids or active radial distribution networks, a novel method of
solving BFM based OPF problem is presented that guarantees feasibility of quadratic
equality constraint of line flow, which has not been achieved in existing formulations.
• Performance and key characteristics of all algorithms were exhibited through application
on realistic microgrid parameters and detailed analysis.
4.2 Future work
This thesis work explores decentralized steady-state optimization of stand-alone microgrids
and predominantly grid-connected microgrids considering the various operational constraints
presented by standard operation of the network. Through appropriate relaxations, tractable and
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scalable problems were developed that acquires solutions to the minimization problem while
strictly maintaining the real-reactive power balances and imposing quality bounds (e.g. voltage
deviation). Some future scopes of this research will entail:
• A transient source control mechanism that can work in tandem with the DQ based steady-
state source dispatch model of the islanded microgrid. It will be designed to dynamically
change the input parameters to compensate for abrupt or unexpected changes in micro-
grid parameters between two coordination events.
• A more unified steady-state optimization problem that accounts for all different load
types namely, constant-impedance, constant-current and constant-power (ZIP) models
accurately in the problem constraints.
• A method to optimize the dual variable step size, ρ to achieve perfect balance between
speed and accuracy of the decentralized coordination process. Some recent work in this
area are using machine learning techniques to decide ρ depending on the system size and
length of the variable set.
• A reformed problem formulation that can appropriately model unbalanced systems and
incorporate non-controllable DERs that output set power using maximum power point
tracking or other control mechanisms.
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Appendix A
Proof of Theorem on ρ bound
In this section, we will outline the mathematical proof of deriving the expression in Theorem
2.5.1 which ensures the convexity of the objective function of ADMM subproblem PU1. The
objective of the subproblem is:
fi(xi) = xTi
(
Ai0 + B
i
0
)
xi + Ci0xi
The quadratic terms associated with variables {Vi,Vti} in the objective introduces the non-
convexity in the cost function. Hence, we specifically show the matrix segment associated
with these variables below:
fi
(
Vi,dq,Vti,dq
)
=
[
Vi,dq Vti,dq
]T
(AiS 0 + B
i
S 0)
[
Vi,dq Vti,dq
]
where AiS 0 =
3
2 Ki
R2f i + (ωL f i)
2

0 0 −R f i2
ωL f i
2
0 0 −ωL f i2 −
R f i
2
−
R f i
2 −
ωL f i
2 R f i 0
ωL f i
2 −
R f i
2 0 R f i

and
(
BiS 0
)
worst case
= 2diag(ρ, ρ, ρ, ρ)
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The worst case (BS 0)i considered arises for starting bus in the configuration, because it
does not have the consensus contraint associated with preceding bus voltage, V xi−1. For all other
buses, the first two diagonal elements (BS 0)i is 2ρ. For the ρ limit to be applicable to all buses in
the network, we consider the worst case (BS o)i for all subsequent calculations. The convexity of
the objective is dependent on the positive semi-definiteness of the sum of quadratic coefficient
matrices [42] i.e. (i.e. (AiS 0 + B
i
S 0)  0) which can be expanded as:
ρ 0 −a−ρ2
b
2
0 ρ −b2 −
a−ρ
2
−
a−ρ
2 −
b
2 a 0
b
2 −
a−ρ
2 0 a

 0 where,
a = ρ + R f i ·
3
2 Ki
R2f i + (ωL f i)
2
, b = ωL f i ·
3
2 Ki
R2f i + (ωL f i)
2
To determine the range of ρ for which the eigenvalues, e of the above matrix is positive, the
characteristic equation associated with the matrix: det(Ai0 + B
i
0 − Ie) = 0 has been solved. This
leads to the following expression after certain algebraic manipulations:
[
(ρ − e) (a − e) −
(a − ρ)2
4
−
b2
4
]2
= 0
Solving the above equation for e will clearly result in two sets of repeated roots of the
characteristic equation where each of them can be evaluated as:
erepeated =
(a + ρ) ±
√
(a + ρ)2 − 4{aρ − (a−ρ)
2
4 −
b2
4 }
2
For the matrix (Ai0 + B
i
0) to be PSD, it is sufficient to set the non-negativity condition on the
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smaller of the two eigenvalues that are obtained using the characteristic equation that is:
(a + ρ) −
√
(a + ρ)2 − 4{aρ − (a−ρ)
2
4 −
b2
4 }
2
≥ 0
Finally, substituting the expressions for a and b in the above equation, the lower limit of ρ
in terms of the microgrid parameters can be shown as:
ρ ≥
√√
1
2
R f i · 32 KiR2f i + (ωL f i)2
2 + 14
ωL f i · 32 KiR2f i + (ωL f i)2
2
−
1
2
R f i · 32 KiR2f i + (ωL f i)2

Setting Di to be 23 (R
2
f i + (ωL f i)
2), the final expression shown in Theorem 2.5.1 is obtained.
Appendix B
Parameters for Studies in Chapter 2
DER X-er Load
S rating1 1.6 MVA XT1 0.08p.u. R1 2.94 p.u.
R f 1 0.0046 p.u. Rl1 0.02 p.u.
L f 1 0.23 p.u. Xl1 0.35 p.u.
XC1 0.37p.u.
Table B.1: Parameters of Bus Type 1
DER X-er Load
S rating2 1.6 MVA XT2 0.08p.u. R2 3.15 p.u.
R f 2 0.0046 p.u. Rl2 0.02 p.u.
L f 2 0.23 p.u. Xl2 0.32 p.u.
XC2 0.34p.u.
Table B.2: Parameters of Bus Type 2
DER X-er Load
S rating3 1.6 MVA XT3 0.08p.u. R3 3.36 p.u.
R f 3 0.0046 p.u. Rl3 0.02 p.u.
L f 3 0.23 p.u. Xl3 0.38 p.u.
XC3 0.41p.u.
Table B.3: Parameters of Bus Type 3
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Line Impedance
Rt1 0.0145 p.u.
Xt1 0.013 p.u.
Table B.4: For line between bus type 1→ 2
Line Impedance
Rt2 0.029 p.u.
Xt2 0.026 p.u.
Table B.5: For line between bus type 2→ 3
Bus position Bus type
1 Type 1
2 Type 2
3 Type 3
4 Type 2
5 Type 1
6 Type 3
7 Type 1
8 Type 3
9 Type 1
10 Type 3
11 Type 1
12 Type 2
13 Type 3
14 Type 2
15 Type 1
Bus position Bus type
16 Type 3
17 Type 1
18 Type 3
19 Type 1
20 Type 3
21 Type 1
22 Type 2
23 Type 3
24 Type 2
25 Type 1
26 Type 3
27 Type 1
28 Type 3
29 Type 1
30 Type 3
Table B.6: Configuration of 30-bus system
Appendix C
Parameters for Studies in Chapter 3
Table C.1: Real and Reactive Generation Capacity of DGs
Source on Bus PG,min(MW) PG,max(MW) QG,min(MVar) QG,max(MVar)
1 - - - -
6 0 5 -3 3
20 0 3 -2 2
33 0 3 -2 2
Table C.2: Combinations of cost factor α utilized for simulations Fig. 3.5
Source on Bus 1 6 20 33
Cost Combo 1 1 8 8 8
Cost Combo 2 8 1 8 8
Cost Combo 3 8 8 1 8
Cost Combo 4 8 8 8 1
Cost Combo 5 8 8 8 8
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Table C.3: Different Load Settings of IEEE 33-bus system utilized for simulations Fig. 3.6-3.9
Bus No.
Load Setting 1 Load Setting 2 Load Setting 3
PL(MW) QL(MVar) PL(MW) QL(MVar) PL(MW) QL(MVar)
1 - - - - - -
2 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.09
3 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.06
4 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.12
5 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.06 0.045
6 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.03
7 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.15
8 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.20 0.15
9 0.06 0.02 0.61 0.02 0.06 0.03
10 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.03
11 0.045 0.03 0.045 0.03 0.045 0.045
12 0.06 0.035 0.06 0.035 0.06 0.053
13 0.06 0.035 0.06 0.035 0.06 0.053
14 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.12 0.12
15 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.015
16 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.03
17 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.03
18 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.06
19 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.06
20 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.06
21 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.06
22 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.09 0.06
23 0.09 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.09 0.075
24 0.42 0.20 0.42 0.20 0.42 0.30
25 0.42 0.20 0.22 0.20 0.42 0.30
26 0.06 0.025 0.06 0.025 0.06 0.038
27 0.06 0.025 0.06 0.025 0.06 0.038
28 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.06 0.03
29 0.12 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.105
30 0.20 0.60 0.10 0.60 0.20 0.90
31 0.15 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.15 0.105
32 0.21 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.21 0.15
33 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.06
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Bus No.
Load Setting 4
PL(MW) QL(MVar)
1 - -
2 0.20 0.09
3 0.18 0.06
4 0.24 0.12
5 0.12 0.045
6 0.12 0.03
7 0.40 0.15
8 0.40 0.15
9 0.12 0.03
10 0.12 0.03
11 0.09 0.045
12 0.12 0.053
13 0.12 0.053
14 0.24 0.12
15 0.12 0.015
16 0.12 0.03
17 0.12 0.03
18 0.18 0.06
19 0.18 0.06
20 0.18 0.06
21 0.18 0.06
22 0.18 0.06
23 0.18 0.075
24 0.84 0.30
25 0.84 0.30
26 0.12 0.038
27 0.12 0.038
28 0.12 0.03
29 0.24 0.105
30 0.40 0.90
31 0.30 0.105
32 0.42 0.15
33 0.12 0.06
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